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LG MULTi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

About LG

Ever since manufacturing Korea’s first homegrown air conditioner in 1968, LG has
remained at the forefront of air conditioning innovation. In 2000, LG has been the world’s
top selling manufacturer of residential air conditioning solutions. And in 2008, LG became
the first company to sell more than cumulative total 100 million air conditioners.
Building on its success and technological leadership in the residential air conditioning
sector, LG has moved into system air conditioning as well. The company’s range of highperformance system air conditioning products provides effective temperature control
to large scale building and facilities. Over time, LG has evolved into the total HVAC and
energy solution provider, investing in new technologies and adding chillers, VRF systems,
and improving indoor air quality through AHU-VRF solution building management systems
(BMS) into its comprehensive product portfolio.

LG has evolved into the total HVAC and
energy solution provider, investing in new technologies

Along with a wide range of innovative solutions LG delivers unrivalled customer service.
The company produces top notch air conditioning professionals at its SAC academies of
which there are more than 100 worldwide. These centers of excellence provide detailed
product workshops and training programs that offer invaluable hands-on experience.
LG also provides useful tools for HVAC system engineers and installers, including its
timesaving LG Air Conditioner Technical Solutions (LATS) software.
Additionally, LG operates several state-of-the-art R & D facilities all across the planet.
One such facility is the Energy Lab, a purpose – built R & D and testing center in northern
France. Helping to keep the company ahead of the competition, the scientists and
engineers at the Energy Lab study the effects of different environmental conditions on
LG’s products. This in-depth research and analysis enables LG to tailor its solutions to the
specific environmental demands of each individual market.
With 10 manufacturing plants throughout the world, LG produces in excess of 17 million
reliable compressors and 16 million first-class HVAC solutions per year.
Combining the best technologies with the best ideas,
LG’s highly quality products are now enjoyed
by consumers in over 100 countries.
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

Certificates

Certification is a tool documents that the product is safe and legal. It certifies that all specifications
claimed for the products are guaranteed by an independent auditing company. Certified products also
offer advantages in terms of delivery times to the customer, by offering easy passage through customs.

The CE Mark

ISO Certificate

LG has been using the CE mark on its air handling units since January 2003. The
CE mark shows the product’s conformance to European product regulations. It is a
declaration of warranty by the manufacturer as well as serving as a passport for a
product, and indicates that the product will not harm people, the environment and other
products in the same environment as long as it is used in accordance to its intended
purpose. It is valid in product groups that fall within the boundaries of the union.
Products are manufactured in adherence to basic requirements including effective EU
guidelines.

It is internationally accepted management standard which have been developed and
implemented by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), for constant
improvement of efficiency and quality in management, production or service efforts, for
fulfilment of customer’s conditions, and maximization of customer satisfaction through
the introduction of certain conditions to the management systems of enterprises.

EUROVENT Certificate
The EUROVENT certificate, documents the performance classification of air conditioning
and cooling product groups in accordance with European Union and international
standards. LG has been awarded the EUROVENT certificate following the tests
performed in TUV laboratories in Germany in 2001. The Air Handling Units have
successfully met the prescribed performance values in EN 1886 and were awarded with
EUROVENT Certified Performance logo.

ISO 9001 : quality management system certificate.

TUV NORD / TUV SUD
In TUV NORD & SUD we offer product testing, automotive components testing, motor
vehicle certification, Homologation according to UNECE regulations, CDM Validation
and Verification, Environmental protection services ,Renewable and Energy efficiency
Services, IT services as well as training & development services to assist companies to
meet organizational goals.

AMCA Certification

Intertek

LG utilizes AMCA certification for airflow measuring stations. The ratings shown are
based on tests and procedures performed in accordance with AMCA Publication 611
and comply with the requirements of the AMCA Certified Ratings Program.
This certification program provides the engineer and owner assurance that manufacture
published performance ratings for airflow measurement stations are accurate and
repeatable.

From auditing and inspection, to testing, training, and certification, Intertek adds value
to customers’ products, assets and processes. Intertek help our customers to meet end
users’ expectations for safety, sustainability, performance, integrity and desirability in
virtually any market worldwide.
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Understanding of Standards

LG AHU SOLUTION

Standards List
AHU Components standards
Components
AHU

Casing

Others standards
Standard & Title

Coil

Heat
exchanger

Standard & Title

EN 13053

Ventilation for buildings. Air handling units. Ratings and performance for units,
components and sections

EN ISO 3744

Acoustics -- Determination of sound power levels and sound energy levels of noise sources
using sound pressure -- Engineering methods for an essentially free field over a reflecting plane

EN 1886

Ventilation for buildings – Air handling units – Mechanical performance

EN ISO 3745

Acoustics -- Determination of sound power levels and sound energy levels of noise sources
using sound pressure -- Precision methods for anechoic rooms and hemi-anechoic rooms

ASTM A 653

Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip Process

AMCA 300

Reverberant Room Method for Sound Testing of Fans

EN 71-3

Specification for migration of certain elements

AMCA 311-05

Certified Ratings Program Product Rating Manual for Fan Sound Performance

AMCA 210

Laboratory Methods of Testing Fans for Aerodynamic Performance Rating

FND-AM-5

Acoustics in Air Conditioning

AMCA 300

Reverberant Room Method for Sound Testing of Fans

ISO 11546-2

Acoustics -- Determination of sound insulation performances of enclosures --

AMCA 99-2408-69

Operating Limits for Centrifugal Fans

AHRI 260

Sound Rating of Ducted Air Moving and Conditioning Equipment

AMCA 99-0098-76

Basic Series of Preferred Numbers

ISO 1182.2

Reaction to fire tests for products -- Non-combustibility test

AMCA 204-05

Balance Quality and Vibration Levels for Fans

ASTM D 3014

Standard Test Method for Flame Height, Time of Burning, and Loss of Mass of Rigid Thermoset
Cellular Plastics in a Vertical Position

AMCA 205-12

Energy Efficiency Classification for Fans

BS 476-7

Fire tests on building materials and structures. Method of test to determine the classification of
the surface spread of flame of products

ISO 1940

Mechanical vibration — Balance quality requirements for rotors in a constant
(rigid) state —

IAQ

ASHRA 62.1

Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality

AHRI 430

Performance Rating of Central Station Air-handling Unit Supply Fans

Energy

ASHRAE 90.1

Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings

IEC 60034

Rotating electrical machines - Part 30-1: Efficiency classes of line operated
AC motors (IE code)

TAB

ASHRAE 111

Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing of Building HVAC Systems

IEC 60072

Dimensions and output series for rotating electrical machines

BS 5000

Specification for rotating electrical machines of particular types or for particular applications.
Generators to be driven by reciprocating internal combustion engines

BS 3979

Dimensions of Electric Motors (metric Series)

BS 4999

General requirements for rotating electrical machines. Specification for rating and performance

AHRI 410

Forced-circulation Air-heating and Air-cooling Coils

EN 308

Heat exchangers. Test procedures for establishing the performance of air to air and
flue gases heat recovery devices

AHRI 1060

Performance Rating of Air-to-Air Exchangers for Energy Recovery Ventilation Equipment

EN 779

Particulate air filters for general ventilation - Determination of the filtration performance

BS EN 1822

High efficiency air filters (EPA, HEPA and ULPA)

ASHRAE 52.2

Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning Devices for Removal by Particle Size

DIN 24185-1

Method Of Testing Air Filters Used In General Ventilation - Terms, Units, Methods

Fan

Motor

Items

Acoustics

Fire
protection

Filter
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LG AHU SOLUTION
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Understanding of Standards

LG AHU SOLUTION

AHU standards
EN 13053 (Ventilation for buildings. Air handling units.
Ratings and performance for units, components and sections)

Heat recovery class
In condition of dry air, temperature efficiency is as below.
ηt = (t₂”-t₂’) / (t₁’-t₂’)

Average velocity class of internal casing
Class
V1

Air velocity(m/s)

t₂" : Supply air temperature [℃],
t₂' : Ambient air temperature [℃],
t₁' : Exhaust air temperature [℃]

V2

1.6 ~ 1.8

V3

1.8 ~ 2.0

V4

2.0 ~ 2.2

V5

2.2 ~ 2.5

V6

2.5 ~ 2.8

V7

2.8 ~ 3.2

V8

3.2 ~ 3.6

V9

Above 3.6

Power consumption class of driving equipment(fan)
Pm rel=(ΔP stat / 450) 0.925 x (q v + 0.08) 0.95

ηa 1:1 min [%]

Class

Under 1.6

H1

≥ 71

H2

≥ 64

H3

≥ 55

H4

≥ 45

H5

≥ 36

Class

ηt

ΔpHRS [Pa]

ε

H1

0.75

2 × 280

19.5

0.71

H2

0.67

2 × 230

21.2

0.64

H3

0.57

2 × 170

24.2

0.55

H4

0.47

2 × 125

27.3

0.45

H5

0.37

2 × 100

26.9

0.36

ηa

Pm rel : Relative value of power consumption [kW]
△Pstat : Static pressure of fan [Pa]
q v : Air flow rate [m³/h]

Class

10
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Pm max (kW)

P1

≤ Pm rel x 0.85

P2

≤ Pm rel x 0.90

P3

≤ Pm rel x 0.95

P4

≤ Pm rel x 1.00

P5

≤ Pm rel x 1.06

P6

≤ Pm rel x 1.12

P7

>Pm rel x 1.12
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Casing standards
EN 1886 (Ventilation for buildings – Air handling units –
Mechanical performance)

Filter Bypass Leakage

EN 1886 standard is a part of a series of standards for Air Handling Units used for ventilation and
air conditioning of buildings for human occupancy. It considers the mechanical performance of
an Air Handling Unit as a whole and will be supported by a standard for sections and components.
This standard specifies test methods, test requirements and classification for Air Handling Units
which are supplying and / or extracting air, via duct work for ventilating / conditioning a part or
the whole of the building. Except for the thermal and acoustic performance of the casing,
the test methods and requirements are applicable to both complete units and any separate sections.
Filter bypass test is not applicable to the testing of HEPA filters.

Mechanical Strength of Casing

Air bypass around filter cells will decrease the effective efficiency of the filter, especially a high efficiency one, because
the bypass air is not filtered. The air tightness and area of the casing between the filter and the fan are the factors that
can affect the filter bypass leakage rate. Filter bypass leakage rate related to different filter classifications shall be in
accordance with table given below:
Filter bypass leakage

Max. filter bypass leakage rate k in % of the volume flow rate

G1-F5

6

F6

4

F7

2

F8

1

F9

0.5

Mechanical strength of the casing shall be categorized into classes in accordance with the table given below:
Mechanical strength

Max. relative deflection (mm/m)

Thermal Transmittance
The thermal transmittance, U shall be determined when the steady state temperature difference is 20K. The classification
for thermal transmittance U for the casing of Air Handling Units shall be in accordance with table given below:

D1

4

D2

10

D3

Not required

Thermal transmittance

U (W/㎡．K)

T1

U ≤ 0.5

T2

0.5＜U ≤ 1.0

T3

1.0＜U ≤ 1.4

Casing Air Leakage

T4

1.4＜U ≤ 2.0

Casing air leakage of the assembled Air Handling Units shall be tested at 400 Pa negative pressure
and it shall not exceed the applicable rate given in the table below:

T5

Not required

Casing air leakage

Max. leakage rate at 400Pa (ℓ/s．㎡)

Filter class (EN 779)

L1

0.15

Better than F9

L2

0.44

F8 ~ F9

L3

1.32

G1 ~ F7

The air leakage from the sections subjected to 700 Pa positive pressure shall be in accordance with table given below:
Casing air leakage

Max. leakage rate at 700Pa(ℓ/s．㎡)

L1

0.22

Better than F9

L2

0.63

F8 ~ F9

L3

12
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1.9

Thermal Bridging Factor
The ratio between the lowest temperature difference and the mean air to air temperature difference determines the
thermal bridging factor. The classification of thermal bridging factor of Air Handling Units shall be in accordance with table
given below:
Thermal bridging factor

kb

TB1

0.75＜kb＜1.00

TB2

0.60 ≤ kb＜0.75

TB3

0.45 ≤ kb＜0.60

TB4

0.30 ≤ kb＜0.45

TB5

Not required

Filter class (EN 779)

G1 ~ F7
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Casing air leakage

Max. leakage rate at 700Pa(ℓ/s．㎡)

L1

0.22

Better than F9

L2

0.63

F8 ~ F9

L3
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1.9

Thermal Bridging Factor
The ratio between the lowest temperature difference and the mean air to air temperature difference determines the
thermal bridging factor. The classification of thermal bridging factor of Air Handling Units shall be in accordance with table
given below:
Thermal bridging factor

kb

TB1

0.75＜kb＜1.00

TB2

0.60 ≤ kb＜0.75

TB3

0.45 ≤ kb＜0.60

TB4

0.30 ≤ kb＜0.45

TB5

Not required

Filter class (EN 779)

G1 ~ F7
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Fan standards
AMCA 99-2408-69-R83 (Operating Limits for Centrifugal Fans)

AMCA 205 (Energy Efficiency Classification for Fans)

AMCA Standard 99-2408-69-R83 categorizes centrifugal fans into three performance classes (Class I, II, and III) based on
certain minimum operating criteria. A Class I fan offered by any particular manufacturer has a lower allowable minimum
operating range than its Class II counterpart. As a result, it is often possible to construct a Class I fan with less mechanical
design strength and with less expense than a Class II fan. The same concept applies to a Class II fan versus a Class III fan.
Thus, the end result of the AMCA classification system is to allow for a less expensive fan to be constructed for low speed, low
pressure applications.
Below figure is a reproduction of one chart from AMCA Standard 99-2408-69-R83. It specifies the operating limits of single
width centrifugal fan classes (curves for other types of centrifugal fans are available as well). Note that the limits in this chart
apply to fans handling air at 70°F and 29.92 inches Hg barometric pressure. When a high temperature application is required,
the fan manufacturer should be consulted as to appropriate fan construction.

ANSI/AMCA Standard 205-12 defines the
classification for fans. The scope includes fans
having an impeller diameter of 125 mm (5 in.)
or greater, operating with a shaft power of
750 W (1 HP) and above, and having a total
efficiency calculated according to one of the
following fan test standards.

90

Fan Peak Total Efficiency (%)

80

70

60

50

40

Example
Q. Given a performance level of 51/2" SP at 3200 FPM, which fan class is appropriate?
A. This operating point lies well within the boundaries of a Class II fan, and it is appropriate to specify
a Class II fan for these conditions.
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Figure. [Fan Efficiency Grades(FEG) for Fans without Drivers (SI) – AMCA 205]

AMCA 204-05(Balance Quality and Vibration Levels for Fans)
Many fan manufacturers produce a full line of products ranging from small ceiling fans to large industrial centrifugal fans. There
are many application standards for different sizes and types of fans. Based upon its particular operation and performance,
every fan belongs to a Fan Application Category. (See Fan Application Categories chart.)
Fan Application Categories
Application

Figure. [Operating limits for single width centrifugal fans - ventilating airfoils & backwardly inclined]
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Examples

Driver Power
kW(HP) Limits

Fan Application
Category, BV

≤ 0.15(0.2)
＞0.15(0.2)

BV-1
BV-2

≤ 3.7(5)
＞3.7(5)

BV-2
BV-3

≤ 298(400)
＞298(400)

BV-3
BV-4

Residential

Ceiling fans, attic fans, window A/C

HVAC & Agricultural

Building ventilation and air conditioning,
commercial systems

Industrial Process and Power
Generation, etc.

Bag house, scrubber, mine, conveying, boilers,
combustion air, pollution control, wind tunnels

Transportation and Marine

Locomotives, trucks, automobiles

≤ 15(20)
＞15(20)

BV-3
BV-4

Transit/Tunnel

Subway emergency ventilation, tunnel fans,
garage ventilation, tunnel jet fans

≤ 75(100)
＞75(100)
ANY

Petrochemical Process

Hazardous gases, process fans

≤ 37(50)
＞37(50)

BV-3
BV-4
BV-4
BV-3
BV-4

Computer Chip Mfg

Clean room

ANY

BV-5

Responsible fan manufacturers balance the fan impeller
assemblies to allowable residual unbalance prior to
assembly of the unit. These limits are based on ANSI S2.19
“Balance Quality of Rigid Bodies.” This standard establishes
allowable residual unbalance based on the balance quality
grade, impeller weight and impeller rotational speed. Refer
to ISO 1940 and AMCA Standard 204-05 for further
information on balancing standards.

Fan Application Category

Balance Quality Grade for
Rigid Rotors/Impeller

BV-1

G 16

BV-2

G 16

BV-3

G 6.3

BV-4

G 2.5

BV-5

G 1.0
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Fan standards
AMCA 99-2408-69-R83 (Operating Limits for Centrifugal Fans)
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AMCA 204-05(Balance Quality and Vibration Levels for Fans)
Many fan manufacturers produce a full line of products ranging from small ceiling fans to large industrial centrifugal fans. There
are many application standards for different sizes and types of fans. Based upon its particular operation and performance,
every fan belongs to a Fan Application Category. (See Fan Application Categories chart.)
Fan Application Categories
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Figure. [Operating limits for single width centrifugal fans - ventilating airfoils & backwardly inclined]
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Computer Chip Mfg

Clean room
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Responsible fan manufacturers balance the fan impeller
assemblies to allowable residual unbalance prior to
assembly of the unit. These limits are based on ANSI S2.19
“Balance Quality of Rigid Bodies.” This standard establishes
allowable residual unbalance based on the balance quality
grade, impeller weight and impeller rotational speed. Refer
to ISO 1940 and AMCA Standard 204-05 for further
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Motor standards

Filter standards

iEC 60034 (Rotating electrical machines - Part 30-1:
Efficiency classes of line operated AC motors )

EN 779 (Particulate air filters for general ventilation Determination of the filtration performance)

iE(international Efficiency) Class
The standard defines four IE classes for single speed
electric motors that are rated according to IEC 60034-1
or IEC 60079-0 (explosive atmospheres) and designed for
operation on sinusoidal voltage.

iE efficiency classes for
4 pole motors at 50 Hz

Classification EN 779:2002
Efficiency Class

Description

IE4

Super-Premium efficiency

IE3

Premium efficiency

IE2

High efficiency

IE1

Standard efficiency

Filter type

EN 779:2002 classification

Average arrestance (%)
(ASHRAE dust)

Coarse
Filter

G1
G2
G3
G4

50 ≤ Am＜65
65 ≤ Am＜80
80 ≤ Am＜90
90 ≤ Am

Fine
Filter

F5
F6
F7
F8
F9

Average efficiency
DEHS (%) at 0.4㎛

Final pressure
drop (Pa)
250
250
250
250

40 ≤ Em＜60
60 ≤ Em＜80
80 ≤ Em＜90
90 ≤ Em＜95
95 ≤ Em

450
450
450
450
450

Classification EN 779:2012
Filter type

New EN 779
classification

Average arrestance
(%)

Average efficiency
(%) at 0.4㎛

Final pressure
drop (Pa)

Coarse Filter

G1
G2
G3
G4

50 ≤ Am＜65
65 ≤ Am＜80
80 ≤ Am＜90
90 ≤ Am

Medium Filter

M5
M6

40 ≤ Em＜60
60 ≤ Em＜80

450
450

Fine Filter

F7
F8
F9

80 ≤ Em＜90
90 ≤ Em＜95
95 ≤ Em

450
450
450

Minimum efficiency
at 0.4㎛

250
250
250
250

35
55
70

In the new, revised version(EN 779:2012) of the standard, this method has also been incorporated in the filter classification.
For this purpose, a media sample is immersed in isopropanol, then dried again, and the fractional collection efficiency is
determined for particles measuring 0.4 μm. The aim of treating the media sample with isopropanol is to neutralize all
electrostatic charges on the fibers. The “Minimum Efficiency” corresponds to the lowest value of all efficiencies measured
during the test (efficiencies of the filter element before, during and after dust feed-in and efficiency of the media sample
treated with isopropanol). The efficiencies and arrestance values measured are used to assign the air filters tested to a
particular filter class in accordance with the table above.
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Motor standards

Filter standards

iEC 60034 (Rotating electrical machines - Part 30-1:
Efficiency classes of line operated AC motors )

EN 779 (Particulate air filters for general ventilation Determination of the filtration performance)
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In the new, revised version(EN 779:2012) of the standard, this method has also been incorporated in the filter classification.
For this purpose, a media sample is immersed in isopropanol, then dried again, and the fractional collection efficiency is
determined for particles measuring 0.4 μm. The aim of treating the media sample with isopropanol is to neutralize all
electrostatic charges on the fibers. The “Minimum Efficiency” corresponds to the lowest value of all efficiencies measured
during the test (efficiencies of the filter element before, during and after dust feed-in and efficiency of the media sample
treated with isopropanol). The efficiencies and arrestance values measured are used to assign the air filters tested to a
particular filter class in accordance with the table above.
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Filter standards

Fire protection standards

ASHRAE 52.2 (Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning
Devices for Removal by Particle Size)

BS 476-7 Part 7(Fire tests on building materials and structures.
Method of test to determine the classification of the surface spread
of flame of products)

The minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) for an air cleaner shall be based on three composite average PSE(Particle size
removal efficiency) points developed from tests at the manufacturer’s specified airflow rate.
The minimum final resistance for an air cleaner shall be in accordance with below table, except that the final resistance shall
always be the same as or greater than twice the initial resistance.
The minimum efficiency reporting value in the specified size ranges and final resistance for reporting purposes shall be in
accordance with below table. Air cleaners with MERV1 to MERV4 shall also be tested in accordance with the arrestance
method outlined in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 52.1–1992 before using this system for reporting.

Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value(MERV) Parameters
Standard 52.2
Minimum Efficiency
Reporting Value
(MERV)

0.3~1.0㎛

1.0~3.0㎛

3.0~10.0㎛

Average
Arrestance(%)
by Standard 52.1
Method

1

N/A

N/A

E3＜20

2

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

4

Composite Average Particle Size Efficiency(%)

Minimum Final Resistance
Pa

In. of water

Aavg＜65

75

0.3

E3＜20

65 ≤ Aavg＜70

75

0.3

N/A

E3＜20

70 ≤ Aavg＜75

75

0.3

N/A

N/A

E3＜20

75 ≤ Aavg

75

0.3

5

N/A

N/A

20 ≤ E3＜35

N/A

150

0.6

6

N/A

N/A

35 ≤ E3＜50

N/A

150

0.6

7

N/A

N/A

50 ≤ E3＜70

N/A

150

0.6

8

N/A

N/A

70 ≤ E3

N/A

150

0.6

9

N/A

E2＜50

85 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1

10

N/A

50 ≤ E2＜65

85 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1

11

N/A

65 ≤ E2＜80

85 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1

12

N/A

80 ≤ E2

90 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1

13

E1＜75

90 ≤ E2

90 ≤ E3

N/A

350

1.4

14

75 ≤ E1＜85

90 ≤ E2

90 ≤ E3

N/A

350

1.4

15

85 ≤ E1＜95

90 ≤ E2

90 ≤ E3

N/A

350

1.4

16

95 ≤ E1

95 ≤ E2

95 ≤ E3

N/A

350

1.4

The class limits for flame spread, detailed in BS 476: Part 7: are set out below
Class

Fire spread at 1.5 min (mm)

1

165 (+25)

165 (+25)

2

215 (+25)

455 (+25)

3

265 (+25)

710 (+75)

4

Final flame spread (mm)

Exceeding Class 3 limits

A definitive classification is based on a sample of six specimens and the figure in brackets gives the tolerance
by which only one specimen in six may exceed the class limit assigned.

NOTE: The minimum final resistance shall be at least twice the initial resistance, or as specified above, whichever is greater.
The minimum final resistance specified is for test purposes to determine minimum efficiency, not as a recommendation for
actual use. For example, air cleaners used in residences may be changed or cleaned at a lower final resistance than that
required by this standard.
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Filter standards

Fire protection standards

ASHRAE 52.2 (Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning
Devices for Removal by Particle Size)

BS 476-7 Part 7(Fire tests on building materials and structures.
Method of test to determine the classification of the surface spread
of flame of products)
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removal efficiency) points developed from tests at the manufacturer’s specified airflow rate.
The minimum final resistance for an air cleaner shall be in accordance with below table, except that the final resistance shall
always be the same as or greater than twice the initial resistance.
The minimum efficiency reporting value in the specified size ranges and final resistance for reporting purposes shall be in
accordance with below table. Air cleaners with MERV1 to MERV4 shall also be tested in accordance with the arrestance
method outlined in ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 52.1–1992 before using this system for reporting.

Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value(MERV) Parameters
Standard 52.2
Minimum Efficiency
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(MERV)

0.3~1.0㎛

1.0~3.0㎛

3.0~10.0㎛

Average
Arrestance(%)
by Standard 52.1
Method

1

N/A

N/A

E3＜20

2

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

4

Composite Average Particle Size Efficiency(%)

Minimum Final Resistance
Pa

In. of water

Aavg＜65

75

0.3

E3＜20

65 ≤ Aavg＜70

75

0.3

N/A

E3＜20

70 ≤ Aavg＜75

75

0.3

N/A

N/A

E3＜20

75 ≤ Aavg

75

0.3

5

N/A

N/A

20 ≤ E3＜35

N/A

150

0.6

6

N/A

N/A

35 ≤ E3＜50

N/A

150

0.6

7

N/A

N/A

50 ≤ E3＜70

N/A

150

0.6

8

N/A

N/A

70 ≤ E3

N/A

150

0.6

9

N/A

E2＜50

85 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1
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N/A

50 ≤ E2＜65

85 ≤ E3

N/A

250

1
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N/A
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N/A
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1
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N/A
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N/A
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1
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1.4
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N/A
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15
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90 ≤ E2
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N/A

350
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16

95 ≤ E1

95 ≤ E2

95 ≤ E3

N/A

350

1.4

The class limits for flame spread, detailed in BS 476: Part 7: are set out below
Class

Fire spread at 1.5 min (mm)

1

165 (+25)

165 (+25)

2

215 (+25)

455 (+25)

3

265 (+25)

710 (+75)

4

Final flame spread (mm)

Exceeding Class 3 limits

A definitive classification is based on a sample of six specimens and the figure in brackets gives the tolerance
by which only one specimen in six may exceed the class limit assigned.

NOTE: The minimum final resistance shall be at least twice the initial resistance, or as specified above, whichever is greater.
The minimum final resistance specified is for test purposes to determine minimum efficiency, not as a recommendation for
actual use. For example, air cleaners used in residences may be changed or cleaned at a lower final resistance than that
required by this standard.
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LG MULTi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

What is Multi V AHU

Benefits of Multi V AHU system

Concept of Multi V AHU
LG Multi V AHU system can be integrated with VRF central control system and BMS system, easy GUI
based smart control, various system composition with refrigerant controller(EEV Kit, TXV Kit) and AHU
controller(Communication Kit, Control Kit), world top level high efficiency outdoor unit and return or supply
air temperature control.

Multi V AHU has benefits of both chiller system’s AHU and VRF system. Chiller system’s AHU offer temperature & humidity
modulation, ventilation through outdoor air intake, air cleanliness through various filter application, and proper air flow for
occupants comfort. VRF system offers high energy efficiency at partial load using inverter compressor control, energy cost
saving, individual control of indoor units, and integrated control of total VRF system.
Multi V AHU have EEV(electronic expansion valve) Kit and TXV(thermal expansion valve) Kit for refrigerant control. For AHU
control, Communication Kit and Control Kit is applicable. Communication Kit is simple type controller similar to indoor unit
PCB. Control Kit can be connected with various sensors and actuators for more detail control(CO₂ damper control, fan inverter
control, enthalpy damper control, supplementary electric heater control and so on).

integration of LG Central Control and BMS
- LG VRF central control system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can control indoor units and
TXV
EEV
DX-AHU(VRF stand-alone control).
- ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway can be interlocked with BMS using open protocol
Multi V
SA RA
Monitoring
Comm
Control
(BACnet, Lonworks,
Modbus).
- AC Manager and BMS can monitor and control simultaneously.

EEV Kit can be connected with Communication Kit. TXV Kit can be connected with Communication Kit or Control Kit.

Chiller system

AHU Monitoring & Control with Control Kit

VRF system

Monitoring

+

- LG central control system supports various AHU monitoring & control points.
TXV
EEV
- Monitoring : fan on/off, RA temp, mode(cooling/heating, fan ventilation, dehumidification,
CO₂ level auto control), damper angle, sensors(temperature, humidity, CO₂ etc)
Multi V
SA
RAmode(cooling, fan ventilation, dehumidification,
Comm
Control
- Control
: fan on/off, schedule, set RA
temp,
auto control), CO₂ target setting, damper angle

Various & Wide Range Kit Composition

Features

Features

Temperature & humidity modulation
Fresh air intake ventilation
Improving IAQ

High efficiency inverter compressor
Energy cost saving
Individual & integrated control

Monitoring

EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

- Refrigerant controller : EEV Kit(3~20HP) and TXV Kit(8~56HP)
- AHU controller : Communication Kit and Control Kit
- 3 type Kit combination available : EEV Kit + Communication Kit(4~20HP),
Multi V
SA RA
TXV Kit + Communication Kit(8~48HP), TXV Kit + Control Kit(8~384HP)

World Top Class High Efficiency Multi V Outdoor Unit

Monitoring

EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

Multi V

- High efficiency inverter scroll compressor
- High Pressure Oil Return(HiPOR™) technology minimize energy loss
- Active Refrigerant Control improve energy efficiency through adjusting refrigerant circulation volume

SA RA

SA or RA Temperature Control
EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

EEV Kit

Monitoring

Multi V

SA RA

- Multi V AHU can be controlled by Supply or Return Air temperature on demands.
- In case of SA temperature control, Communication Kit is connected with DDC that control ODU
capacity for maintaining target SA temperature.
- In case of RA temperature control, Communication Kit is sensing RA temperature and
modulating refrigerant flow rate.

TXV Kit

Multi V AHU
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What is Multi V AHU

Benefits of Multi V AHU system

Concept of Multi V AHU
LG Multi V AHU system can be integrated with VRF central control system and BMS system, easy GUI
based smart control, various system composition with refrigerant controller(EEV Kit, TXV Kit) and AHU
controller(Communication Kit, Control Kit), world top level high efficiency outdoor unit and return or supply
air temperature control.

Multi V AHU has benefits of both chiller system’s AHU and VRF system. Chiller system’s AHU offer temperature & humidity
modulation, ventilation through outdoor air intake, air cleanliness through various filter application, and proper air flow for
occupants comfort. VRF system offers high energy efficiency at partial load using inverter compressor control, energy cost
saving, individual control of indoor units, and integrated control of total VRF system.
Multi V AHU have EEV(electronic expansion valve) Kit and TXV(thermal expansion valve) Kit for refrigerant control. For AHU
control, Communication Kit and Control Kit is applicable. Communication Kit is simple type controller similar to indoor unit
PCB. Control Kit can be connected with various sensors and actuators for more detail control(CO₂ damper control, fan inverter
control, enthalpy damper control, supplementary electric heater control and so on).

integration of LG Central Control and BMS
- LG VRF central control system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can control indoor units and
TXV
EEV
DX-AHU(VRF stand-alone control).
- ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway can be interlocked with BMS using open protocol
Multi V
SA RA
Monitoring
Comm
Control
(BACnet, Lonworks,
Modbus).
- AC Manager and BMS can monitor and control simultaneously.

EEV Kit can be connected with Communication Kit. TXV Kit can be connected with Communication Kit or Control Kit.

Chiller system

AHU Monitoring & Control with Control Kit

VRF system

Monitoring

+

- LG central control system supports various AHU monitoring & control points.
TXV
EEV
- Monitoring : fan on/off, RA temp, mode(cooling/heating, fan ventilation, dehumidification,
CO₂ level auto control), damper angle, sensors(temperature, humidity, CO₂ etc)
Multi V
SA
RAmode(cooling, fan ventilation, dehumidification,
Comm
Control
- Control
: fan on/off, schedule, set RA
temp,
auto control), CO₂ target setting, damper angle

Various & Wide Range Kit Composition

Features

Features

Temperature & humidity modulation
Fresh air intake ventilation
Improving IAQ

High efficiency inverter compressor
Energy cost saving
Individual & integrated control

Monitoring

EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

- Refrigerant controller : EEV Kit(3~20HP) and TXV Kit(8~56HP)
- AHU controller : Communication Kit and Control Kit
- 3 type Kit combination available : EEV Kit + Communication Kit(4~20HP),
Multi V
SA RA
TXV Kit + Communication Kit(8~48HP), TXV Kit + Control Kit(8~384HP)

World Top Class High Efficiency Multi V Outdoor Unit

Monitoring

EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

Multi V

- High efficiency inverter scroll compressor
- High Pressure Oil Return(HiPOR™) technology minimize energy loss
- Active Refrigerant Control improve energy efficiency through adjusting refrigerant circulation volume

SA RA

SA or RA Temperature Control
EEV

TXV

Comm

Control

EEV Kit

Monitoring

Multi V

SA RA

- Multi V AHU can be controlled by Supply or Return Air temperature on demands.
- In case of SA temperature control, Communication Kit is connected with DDC that control ODU
capacity for maintaining target SA temperature.
- In case of RA temperature control, Communication Kit is sensing RA temperature and
modulating refrigerant flow rate.

TXV Kit

Multi V AHU
20
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LG AHU SOLUTION

Benefits of Multi V AHU system
integration of LG Central Control and BMS

AHU Monitoring & Control with Control Kit

LG VRF central control system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can control outdoor units, indoor units and
DX-AHU etc for LG air conditioning. If user wants to use BMS system for integrated control including
HVAC, lighting, fire protection, security, sanitary etc, LG can supply ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway for
interlocking with BMS. ACP BACnet Gateway support BACnet and Modbus open protocol. ACP Lonworks
Gateway support Lonworks open protocol. ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway can be connected AC
Manager and/or BMS through TCP/IP LAN cable. Especially AC Manager and BMS can monitor and control
simultaneously.

LG Control Kit is embedded with many monitoring and control points seems like DDC functions. LG central control
system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can monitor and control various AHU functions with Control Kit. Fan start & stop,
room temperature, mode(cooling/heating, fan ventilation, dehumidification, CO₂ level auto control etc), damper angle can be
monitored and controlled with status, setting and values. Various sensor values(temperature, humidity, CO₂ level, differential
static pressure etc) can be monitored. Schedule and inverter(need 3rd party inverter driver) control are also available.
Below picture is AHU detail monitoring(GUI) screen from AC Manager. User or operator can understand AHU’s status easily.

ODU
RA temp, humidity, CO₂, smoke detector

DX-AHU
EA damper angle
Exhaust fan on/off status
Multi V AHU

iDU

RA damper angle
OA temp, humidity, damper angle

SA temp, humidity
Warning of air filter cleaning

integrated Control System

Supply fan on/off status

MA temp, humidity

Multi V S
AHU

Control Kit

BACnet
G/W

Lonworks
G/W

AC Smart

ACP

BMS

Multi V IV
IDU

Communication Kit

AC Manager

Water IV

Multi V ODU / iDU / DX-AHU
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LG AHU SOLUTION

Benefits of Multi V AHU system
integration of LG Central Control and BMS

AHU Monitoring & Control with Control Kit

LG VRF central control system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can control outdoor units, indoor units and
DX-AHU etc for LG air conditioning. If user wants to use BMS system for integrated control including
HVAC, lighting, fire protection, security, sanitary etc, LG can supply ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway for
interlocking with BMS. ACP BACnet Gateway support BACnet and Modbus open protocol. ACP Lonworks
Gateway support Lonworks open protocol. ACP BACnet or Lonworks Gateway can be connected AC
Manager and/or BMS through TCP/IP LAN cable. Especially AC Manager and BMS can monitor and control
simultaneously.

LG Control Kit is embedded with many monitoring and control points seems like DDC functions. LG central control
system(AC Smart, ACP, AC Manager) can monitor and control various AHU functions with Control Kit. Fan start & stop,
room temperature, mode(cooling/heating, fan ventilation, dehumidification, CO₂ level auto control etc), damper angle can be
monitored and controlled with status, setting and values. Various sensor values(temperature, humidity, CO₂ level, differential
static pressure etc) can be monitored. Schedule and inverter(need 3rd party inverter driver) control are also available.
Below picture is AHU detail monitoring(GUI) screen from AC Manager. User or operator can understand AHU’s status easily.

ODU
RA temp, humidity, CO₂, smoke detector

DX-AHU
EA damper angle
Exhaust fan on/off status
Multi V AHU

iDU

RA damper angle
OA temp, humidity, damper angle

SA temp, humidity
Warning of air filter cleaning

integrated Control System

Supply fan on/off status

MA temp, humidity

Multi V S
AHU

Control Kit

BACnet
G/W

Lonworks
G/W

AC Smart

ACP

BMS

Multi V IV
IDU

Communication Kit

AC Manager

Water IV

Multi V ODU / iDU / DX-AHU
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LG AHU SOLUTION

Benefits of Multi V AHU system
Various & Wide Range Kit Composition
AHU & Refrigerant Controller

Various Multi V AHU Composition

Multi V AHU consists Multi V ODU, DX-AHU, AHU controller and refrigerant controller.
AHU controller has 2 types(Communication Kit and Control Kit). Communication Kit is relatively simple control function
type seems like general indoor unit. But, Control Kit can be connected various sensors and actuators for more detail control
seems like DDC controller. Refrigerant controller has 2 types(EEV Kit and TXV Kit). EEV(electronic expansion valve) capacity
range is 3~20HP. TXV(thermal expansion valve) Kit capacity range is 8~56HP. The combination of AHU controller and
refrigerant controller have 3 types. First is EEV Kit + Communication Kit that capacity range is 4~20HP. Second is TXV Kit +
Communication Kit that capacity range is 8~48HP(because maximum 1 set capacity of Multi V ODU is 48HP). The other is
TXV Kit + Control Kit that capacity range is 8~384HP(because 1 Control Kit can be connected maximum 8 sets ODU).

Multi V AHU has various types of composition according to connectivity with ODU, IDU and refrigerant control Kit types. Below
table and pictures are generally used 5 types composition. Composition 1 is most simple type. AHU maximum capacity is
20HP due to maximum EEV Kit capacity. Composition 2 is added IDUs. AHU maximum capacity is also 20HP. This type cannot
support SA temperature control. Composition 3 uses TXV Kit instead EEV Kit for increasing AHU maximum capacity up to
48HP. Composition 4 can more increase AHU maximum capacity up to 384HP. Composition 5 can use Control Kit instead
Communication Kit for more detail control. AHU capacity is also up to 384HP.
Composition
1. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

RA

EA

OA

SA

Coil

Communication Kit

EEV Kit

AHU controller
Max. AHU
capacity Comm. Kit Control Kit
20HP

O

Refrigerant controller
EEV Kit

TXV Kit

Temp. control
SA

RA

O

O

O

O

-

O

2. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + IDU + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

20HP

O

3. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit

48HP

O

O

O

O

4. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit

384HP

O

O

O

O

5. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Control Kit + TXV Kit

384HP

O

△

O

O

TXV Kit

1. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

Control Kit

AHU Controller

Refrigerant
Controller

Communication Kit

Control Kit

- PRCKA1 (RA temp. control)
- PRDCA0 (SA temp. control)

- PRCKD21E (1~4 sets ODU)
- PRCKD41E (5~8 sets ODU)

EEV Kit

TXV Kit

- PRLK048A0 (3~10HP)
- PRLK096A0 (12~20HP)

- PATX13A0E (8~16HP) - PATX20A0E (18~26HP)
- PATX25A0E (28~36HP) - PATX30A0E (38~46HP)
- PATX35A0E (48~56HP)

EEV kit

Communication Kit
PRCKA1
PRDCA0

Function

Comm. kit

Control Kit
PRCKD21E/41E

Controlling

AHU fan on/off control

O

AHU mode setting

△

△

O

Fan speed control

O(3 steps)

O(3 steps)

O(inverter)

Return air temperature control

O

O

O

Supply air temperature control

-

O

△

1)

O

Wired remote
controller

4)

Monitoring

-

-

O

-

-

O

AHU on/off status

-

O

O
-

6)

Compressor on/off status

-

O

-

O

-

Fan speed status

O(3 steps)

O(3 steps)

-

Error status

△

O

O
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Comm. kit

5)

ODU mode status(fan / defrost / cooling / heating)

24

EEV kit

3)

Sensor values

1) Fan ventilation, cooling and heating mode are available
3) 3rd party inverter driver is needed
5) OA/RA/MA damper, water coil valve, electric heater, humidifier valve
7) : Dry contact is needed

2. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + IDU + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

2)

Actuator control

7)

Multi V ODU

DX-AHU

O

1)

Wired remote
controller

Multi V ODU

DX-AHU

IDU

2) Dehumidification/humidification, CO₂ level auto control, enthalpy control are also available
4) SA temp. control through number of ODU operation (Communication SA temp. control is more precise)
6) OA/RA/MA/SA temp. & humidity, CO₂, differential static pressure, smoke detection and static pressure sensor
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
Various & Wide Range Kit Composition
AHU & Refrigerant Controller

Various Multi V AHU Composition

Multi V AHU consists Multi V ODU, DX-AHU, AHU controller and refrigerant controller.
AHU controller has 2 types(Communication Kit and Control Kit). Communication Kit is relatively simple control function
type seems like general indoor unit. But, Control Kit can be connected various sensors and actuators for more detail control
seems like DDC controller. Refrigerant controller has 2 types(EEV Kit and TXV Kit). EEV(electronic expansion valve) capacity
range is 3~20HP. TXV(thermal expansion valve) Kit capacity range is 8~56HP. The combination of AHU controller and
refrigerant controller have 3 types. First is EEV Kit + Communication Kit that capacity range is 4~20HP. Second is TXV Kit +
Communication Kit that capacity range is 8~48HP(because maximum 1 set capacity of Multi V ODU is 48HP). The other is
TXV Kit + Control Kit that capacity range is 8~384HP(because 1 Control Kit can be connected maximum 8 sets ODU).

Multi V AHU has various types of composition according to connectivity with ODU, IDU and refrigerant control Kit types. Below
table and pictures are generally used 5 types composition. Composition 1 is most simple type. AHU maximum capacity is
20HP due to maximum EEV Kit capacity. Composition 2 is added IDUs. AHU maximum capacity is also 20HP. This type cannot
support SA temperature control. Composition 3 uses TXV Kit instead EEV Kit for increasing AHU maximum capacity up to
48HP. Composition 4 can more increase AHU maximum capacity up to 384HP. Composition 5 can use Control Kit instead
Communication Kit for more detail control. AHU capacity is also up to 384HP.
Composition
1. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

RA

EA

OA

SA

Coil

Communication Kit

EEV Kit

AHU controller
Max. AHU
capacity Comm. Kit Control Kit
20HP

O

Refrigerant controller
EEV Kit

TXV Kit

Temp. control
SA

RA

O

O

O

O

-

O

2. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + IDU + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

20HP

O

3. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit

48HP

O

O

O

O

4. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit

384HP

O

O

O

O

5. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Control Kit + TXV Kit

384HP

O

△

O

O

TXV Kit

1. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

Control Kit

AHU Controller

Refrigerant
Controller

Communication Kit

Control Kit

- PRCKA1 (RA temp. control)
- PRDCA0 (SA temp. control)

- PRCKD21E (1~4 sets ODU)
- PRCKD41E (5~8 sets ODU)

EEV Kit

TXV Kit

- PRLK048A0 (3~10HP)
- PRLK096A0 (12~20HP)

- PATX13A0E (8~16HP) - PATX20A0E (18~26HP)
- PATX25A0E (28~36HP) - PATX30A0E (38~46HP)
- PATX35A0E (48~56HP)

EEV kit

Communication Kit
PRCKA1
PRDCA0

Function

Comm. kit

Control Kit
PRCKD21E/41E

Controlling

AHU fan on/off control

O

AHU mode setting

△

△

O

Fan speed control

O(3 steps)

O(3 steps)

O(inverter)

Return air temperature control

O

O

O

Supply air temperature control

-

O

△

1)

O

Wired remote
controller

4)

Monitoring

-

-

O

-

-

O

AHU on/off status

-

O

O
-

6)

Compressor on/off status

-

O

-

O

-

Fan speed status

O(3 steps)

O(3 steps)

-

Error status

△

O

O
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ODU mode status(fan / defrost / cooling / heating)
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EEV kit

3)

Sensor values

1) Fan ventilation, cooling and heating mode are available
3) 3rd party inverter driver is needed
5) OA/RA/MA damper, water coil valve, electric heater, humidifier valve
7) : Dry contact is needed

2. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + IDU + Comm. Kit + EEV Kit

2)

Actuator control

7)

Multi V ODU

DX-AHU

O

1)

Wired remote
controller

Multi V ODU

DX-AHU

IDU

2) Dehumidification/humidification, CO₂ level auto control, enthalpy control are also available
4) SA temp. control through number of ODU operation (Communication SA temp. control is more precise)
6) OA/RA/MA/SA temp. & humidity, CO₂, differential static pressure, smoke detection and static pressure sensor
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
World Top Class High Efficiency Multi V Outdoor Unit
Small AHU can use Multi V S outdoor unit with capacity range 4~10HP. Large AHU usually use Multi V IV with capacity range
8~48HP. Multi V IV is world top class state-of-art outdoor unit. Major core technologies are high efficiency all inverter scroll
compressor, High Pressure Oil Return(HiPOR™) and Active Refrigerant Control.
High efficiency all inverter scroll compressor use BLDC concentration motor and increase frequency up to 150Hz for increasing
part load efficiency. HiPOR™ enables oil to return directly into the compressor. It is maximizing efficiency of the compressor by
reducing high pressure refrigerant loss. Active Refrigerant Control automatically monitors and adjusts the volume of circulating
refrigerant for improving energy efficiency according to part or full load condition and seasonal variation.

3. Single ODU + Single AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit

TXV kit

Comm.
kit

Wired remote
controller

Line-up
Multi V ODU

DX-AHU

Capacity(HP)

4 5 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

20

~26

32

~36 38

~46 ~48

~56

4. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Comm. Kit + TXV Kit
PRLK048A0(3~10HP)
PRLK096A0(12~20HP)

Wired remote
controller

TXV kit

EEV Kit

Refrigerant
Controller

Comm.
kit

PATX13A0E(8~16HP)
PATX20A0E(18~26HP)
PATX25A0E(28~36HP)
PATX30A0E(38~46HP)

DX-AHU

TXV Kit
PATX35A0E(48~56HP)

Multi V ODU

5. Multiple ODU + Multiple AHU coil + Control Kit + TXV Kit
Temperature sensor
Humidity sensor

Wired remote
controller

4~10HP

Damper actuator
Differential static pressure sensor

Control kit

CO₂ sensor
Humidifier valve

TXV kit

Multi V
ODU

Multi V S

Smoke detection sensor

8~16HP

18~32HP

34~48HP

Multi V IV
DX-AHU
Multi V ODU
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
World Top Class High Efficiency Multi V Outdoor Unit
Small AHU can use Multi V S outdoor unit with capacity range 4~10HP. Large AHU usually use Multi V IV with capacity range
8~48HP. Multi V IV is world top class state-of-art outdoor unit. Major core technologies are high efficiency all inverter scroll
compressor, High Pressure Oil Return(HiPOR™) and Active Refrigerant Control.
High efficiency all inverter scroll compressor use BLDC concentration motor and increase frequency up to 150Hz for increasing
part load efficiency. HiPOR™ enables oil to return directly into the compressor. It is maximizing efficiency of the compressor by
reducing high pressure refrigerant loss. Active Refrigerant Control automatically monitors and adjusts the volume of circulating
refrigerant for improving energy efficiency according to part or full load condition and seasonal variation.
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
LG 4th Generation
inverter Compressor

Active Refrigerant Control

The new High-Side Shell (HSS)
scroll inverter compressor and BLDC
concentration motor coil optimizes part
load efficiency, with the 50% reduction
in weight and increase in high-frequency
operation of 120Hz to 150Hz.

Vapor Injection
- Maximize heating capacity via
two-stage compression effect
- Provide powerful heating in low
temperature conditions
- Improve energy efficiency and
heating performance

Real time optimal refrigerant control
according to change in load maximizes
system efficiency.

Conventional
Regardless of operation mode,
fixed amount of refrigerant is
provided to the compressor,
which limits optimal efficiency
of each modes

Operation Range (Hz)

150

Extended Compressor
Speed 150Hz

120
60

- Rapid operation response
- Capable of reaching required
temperature quickly
- Increase part load efficiency

20
Constant

LG 3rd
Generation

LG 4th
Generation

Multi V IV
ARC automatically monitors and
adjusts the volume of circulating
refrigerant during each cycle.
This precise, five-step control
leads to an improvement in
energy efficiency

Oil Separator

Conventional

HiPORTM
(High Pressure Oil Return)

Loss of low pressure refrigerant
to the extent of the oil volume
returned by the refrigerant pipe

HiPOR™ technology enables oil to return
directly into the compressor, instead of
returning through the refrigerant suction
pipe, to minimize energy losses.

Compressor

Newly upgraded FDD elements provide
the optimal solution for user reliability
and easy maintenance

Automatic refrigerant leakage and sensor check
After product installation, refrigerant leakage is checked and then
refrigerant charge is judged through start up operation

Automatic refrigerant charge technology
There is service port on outdoor unit, refrigerant can be charged even
during winter Refrigerant calculation is possible even in case of minor
refrigerant leakage

Failure history storage (black box function)

Oil Separator

Multi V IV
Maximizing reliability and
efficiency of the compressor
by reducing high pressure
refrigerant loss

No loss in
suction gas

FDD
(Fault Detection & Diagnosis)

3 years operation record data can be saved with
SD memory card

Auto refrigerant charge check
Prevent refrigerant leakage due to sensor failure
or compressor burnout.

HiPORTM
Compressor

28
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
LG 4th Generation
inverter Compressor

Active Refrigerant Control

The new High-Side Shell (HSS)
scroll inverter compressor and BLDC
concentration motor coil optimizes part
load efficiency, with the 50% reduction
in weight and increase in high-frequency
operation of 120Hz to 150Hz.

Vapor Injection
- Maximize heating capacity via
two-stage compression effect
- Provide powerful heating in low
temperature conditions
- Improve energy efficiency and
heating performance

Real time optimal refrigerant control
according to change in load maximizes
system efficiency.

Conventional
Regardless of operation mode,
fixed amount of refrigerant is
provided to the compressor,
which limits optimal efficiency
of each modes
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(High Pressure Oil Return)
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to the extent of the oil volume
returned by the refrigerant pipe

HiPOR™ technology enables oil to return
directly into the compressor, instead of
returning through the refrigerant suction
pipe, to minimize energy losses.

Compressor

Newly upgraded FDD elements provide
the optimal solution for user reliability
and easy maintenance

Automatic refrigerant leakage and sensor check
After product installation, refrigerant leakage is checked and then
refrigerant charge is judged through start up operation

Automatic refrigerant charge technology
There is service port on outdoor unit, refrigerant can be charged even
during winter Refrigerant calculation is possible even in case of minor
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Failure history storage (black box function)
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
SA or RA Temperature Control
Supply air temperature control

Return air temperature control

AHU Communication Kit sends fan on/off output signal(220-230V) to MCC panel by DDC’s AHU on/off DI signal.
AHU Communication Kit controls Multi V outdoor unit’s on/off operation.
DDC senses SA temperature and outputs proper Multi V ODU capacity AI signal(DC 0~10V) for adjusting and
controlling SA temperature.

AHU Communication Kit sends fan on/off output signal(220-230V) to MCC panel by wired remote controller or
central controller’s AHU on/off control.
AHU Communication Kit senses RA temperature. If RA temperature is higher than setting temperature,
Multi V outdoor unit will start operation.

Wired remote controller
(for only monitoring)

Multi V ODU

DDC
(Filed supply)

Wired
remote controller

Multi V ODU

DI signals
DO signals
AI signals(0~10 V)

ODU Centralized control Line

ODU-AHU Communication Line

ODU-AHU Communication Line

SA temp.

Comm.
Kit
PRDCA0

RA temp.

Fan output signal
(220-230V)

MCC
panel

RA temp.

Coil

Coil

EEV.
Kit

Fan power
(Field installation)

Digital Input Signals

Digital Output Signals

- AHU on/off setting
- Mode setting(Fan ventilation, cooling/heating)
- Air flow rate setting(low/mid/high)

- AHU on/off status
- Comp on/off status
- Mode status(Fan ventilation, defrost, cooling, heating)
- Air flow rate status(low/mid/high)
- Error status

Analog Input Signals

Comm.
Kit
PRCKA1

Fan output signal
(220-230V)

MCC
panel

EEV.
Kit

Fan power
(Field installation)

- Multi V ODU capacity control(DC 0~10V)
- Room temperature setting(DC 0~10V)
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Benefits of Multi V AHU system
SA or RA Temperature Control
Supply air temperature control

Return air temperature control

AHU Communication Kit sends fan on/off output signal(220-230V) to MCC panel by DDC’s AHU on/off DI signal.
AHU Communication Kit controls Multi V outdoor unit’s on/off operation.
DDC senses SA temperature and outputs proper Multi V ODU capacity AI signal(DC 0~10V) for adjusting and
controlling SA temperature.

AHU Communication Kit sends fan on/off output signal(220-230V) to MCC panel by wired remote controller or
central controller’s AHU on/off control.
AHU Communication Kit senses RA temperature. If RA temperature is higher than setting temperature,
Multi V outdoor unit will start operation.

Wired remote controller
(for only monitoring)

Multi V ODU

DDC
(Filed supply)

Wired
remote controller

Multi V ODU

DI signals
DO signals
AI signals(0~10 V)

ODU Centralized control Line

ODU-AHU Communication Line

ODU-AHU Communication Line

SA temp.

Comm.
Kit
PRDCA0

RA temp.

Fan output signal
(220-230V)

MCC
panel

RA temp.

Coil

Coil

EEV.
Kit

Fan power
(Field installation)

Digital Input Signals

Digital Output Signals

- AHU on/off setting
- Mode setting(Fan ventilation, cooling/heating)
- Air flow rate setting(low/mid/high)

- AHU on/off status
- Comp on/off status
- Mode status(Fan ventilation, defrost, cooling, heating)
- Air flow rate status(low/mid/high)
- Error status

Analog Input Signals

Comm.
Kit
PRCKA1

Fan output signal
(220-230V)

MCC
panel

EEV.
Kit

Fan power
(Field installation)

- Multi V ODU capacity control(DC 0~10V)
- Room temperature setting(DC 0~10V)
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Summary

Casing

TAH series AHU give you high energy efficient air handler with high quality and reliability, and safety in the
industry.

TAH series Air Handling Units are of modular construction using pentapost, extruded aluminum profiles with
excellent rigidity. Thermal efficiencies, i.e., thermal transmittance and thermal bridging are addressed by our
unique thermal break casing design meeting the European standard EN 1886. Aluminum profiles are offered
with options of anodized finish for anti corrosion and screw less snap fixing type for low air leakage rates.

Superior Energy Efficiency

High Quality and Reliability

① 48 kg/㎥ density polyurethane foam or rockwool insulation
panel (25mm or 50mm thickness can be offered)

① Modular construction using pentapost, extruded
aluminum profiles with excellent rigidity.

② Motor efficiencies available include standard efficiency(IE1),
high efficiency(IE2) and premium efficiency(IE3)

② The performance of the fans have been tested and
measured in accordance to AMCA standard 210.

③ PVC frame and edge profiles insulate against thermal
bridging (Thermal bridging TB2 class)

③ Mechanical strength D1 class
④ Double sloped stainless steel condensation pan

④ Special EPDM sealing is used in all connecting points of
panels and profiles (Air leakage L1 class)
⑤ Modular structure contributes significantly to minimizing
filter by-pass leaks (Filter by-pass leakage F9 class)

Low noise & vibration
① Sound performance data is derived from testing
performed in accordance with AMCA standard 300.
② Fan bearings have a minimum life time of 200,000 hours
at L50 life.
③ Dynamically and statically balanced fans according to the
ISO 1940 and AMCA 204-G2.5 standards.
④ Fan spring vibration isolator prevent the transmission of
the vibration to the casing

Safety
① Fan guard is fixed at the access opening of fan section
to restrict the access to the fan/motor assembly for
additional safety.
② Safety cut-off switches electrically interlocked with the
fan motor
③ Polyurethane foam insulation conforms to class O of ISO
1182.2
④ F class insulation motor(max. 155℃)

Panels are secured to the unit frame work with fasteners, exerting
pressure evenly onto the panel and the gasket attached to the frame
to ensure better air tight casing construction. Panels are of double
wall construction either injected with polyurethane foam insulation of
48 kg/㎥ density or with high density Rockwool insulation providing
a rigid, sturdy and easily cleanable enclosure. The double wall
construction keeps the insulation out of air stream and contributes
towards improved IAQ.

Polyol used for PUF insulation are blended with environment friendly
CFC & HFC free agents, self extinguishable as per ASTM D 3014
standard and the foam insulation conforms to Class “O” of ISO
1182.2 standards. Thermal conductivity “K” factor is 0.02 W/m°
K. Panels are offered in 25mm and 50mm thickness chosen as per
the given specification and application. The outer skin and inner
skin of the casing comes with a variety of options in choosing sheet
thickness and material (Galvanized Steel / Aluminum / SS) as per the
requirement.

The outer surface of the panel is generally offered with pre-coated
polyester, having excellent corrosion resistance, applied over
galvanized steel sheet and further protected with vinyl guard film
towards scratch protection. All plain galvanized steel sheets used shall
have a minimum zinc coating of 270 GSM (G90) for anti corrosion.
Base frames are made out of sendzimir galvanized steel sheets with
either die cast aluminums joints or heavy duty steel joints with lifting
holes. Hot dip galvanized channel frames are also provided, especially
for larger dimension units. For hygiene applications, food grade
gaskets are provided as a standard feature conforming to BS EN-71
Part 3 : 1995 standard.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Summary

Casing

TAH series AHU give you high energy efficient air handler with high quality and reliability, and safety in the
industry.

TAH series Air Handling Units are of modular construction using pentapost, extruded aluminum profiles with
excellent rigidity. Thermal efficiencies, i.e., thermal transmittance and thermal bridging are addressed by our
unique thermal break casing design meeting the European standard EN 1886. Aluminum profiles are offered
with options of anodized finish for anti corrosion and screw less snap fixing type for low air leakage rates.

Superior Energy Efficiency

High Quality and Reliability

① 48 kg/㎥ density polyurethane foam or rockwool insulation
panel (25mm or 50mm thickness can be offered)

① Modular construction using pentapost, extruded
aluminum profiles with excellent rigidity.

② Motor efficiencies available include standard efficiency(IE1),
high efficiency(IE2) and premium efficiency(IE3)

② The performance of the fans have been tested and
measured in accordance to AMCA standard 210.

③ PVC frame and edge profiles insulate against thermal
bridging (Thermal bridging TB2 class)

③ Mechanical strength D1 class
④ Double sloped stainless steel condensation pan

④ Special EPDM sealing is used in all connecting points of
panels and profiles (Air leakage L1 class)
⑤ Modular structure contributes significantly to minimizing
filter by-pass leaks (Filter by-pass leakage F9 class)

Low noise & vibration
① Sound performance data is derived from testing
performed in accordance with AMCA standard 300.
② Fan bearings have a minimum life time of 200,000 hours
at L50 life.
③ Dynamically and statically balanced fans according to the
ISO 1940 and AMCA 204-G2.5 standards.
④ Fan spring vibration isolator prevent the transmission of
the vibration to the casing

Safety
① Fan guard is fixed at the access opening of fan section
to restrict the access to the fan/motor assembly for
additional safety.
② Safety cut-off switches electrically interlocked with the
fan motor
③ Polyurethane foam insulation conforms to class O of ISO
1182.2
④ F class insulation motor(max. 155℃)

Panels are secured to the unit frame work with fasteners, exerting
pressure evenly onto the panel and the gasket attached to the frame
to ensure better air tight casing construction. Panels are of double
wall construction either injected with polyurethane foam insulation of
48 kg/㎥ density or with high density Rockwool insulation providing
a rigid, sturdy and easily cleanable enclosure. The double wall
construction keeps the insulation out of air stream and contributes
towards improved IAQ.

Polyol used for PUF insulation are blended with environment friendly
CFC & HFC free agents, self extinguishable as per ASTM D 3014
standard and the foam insulation conforms to Class “O” of ISO
1182.2 standards. Thermal conductivity “K” factor is 0.02 W/m°
K. Panels are offered in 25mm and 50mm thickness chosen as per
the given specification and application. The outer skin and inner
skin of the casing comes with a variety of options in choosing sheet
thickness and material (Galvanized Steel / Aluminum / SS) as per the
requirement.

The outer surface of the panel is generally offered with pre-coated
polyester, having excellent corrosion resistance, applied over
galvanized steel sheet and further protected with vinyl guard film
towards scratch protection. All plain galvanized steel sheets used shall
have a minimum zinc coating of 270 GSM (G90) for anti corrosion.
Base frames are made out of sendzimir galvanized steel sheets with
either die cast aluminums joints or heavy duty steel joints with lifting
holes. Hot dip galvanized channel frames are also provided, especially
for larger dimension units. For hygiene applications, food grade
gaskets are provided as a standard feature conforming to BS EN-71
Part 3 : 1995 standard.
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Fan & Motor
Fan
LG units are housed with centrifugal, double inlet, double width (DIDW) fans with blades of forward curved,
backward inclined, airfoil, plenum or twin fans. The performance of the fans have been tested and measured
in accordance to AMCA standard 210. Similarly, the noise levels of the fans have been tested and measured
in accordance with AMCA standard 300.

All the wheels are statically and dynamically balanced according to ISO
1940 and AMCA 204 – G2.5 standards. Clean room application fans
with balancing grade of G1.0 can be provided upon request.
Fire retardant fabrics are used as flexible connectors between the fan
outlet and the unit casing for vibration free operation.

Fans are designed in accordance to the specified operating class of
AMCA standard 99-2408-69 performance class limits for centrifugal
fans. Further, all backward inclined, airfoil and most of the forward
curve fans are sized in accordance to AMCA standard 99-0098-76
R20.

Wheels of forward curved fans are manufactured in galvanized steel
construction, backward inclined and airfoil wheels in cold rolled steel
sheet with polyester coated finish. Shafts are manufactured from C45
grade carbon steel and then coated for anti corrosion after assembly.

Fan Orientation

The drives are selected for 150% of the maximum motor horse power of the units. Sheaves are of fixed pitch
type and dynamically balanced. Adjustable pitch pulleys are provided upon request. V-belts are of anti-static
and oil resistant type.
Bearings used are of either deep groove ball bearing type with an
adaptor sleeve or spherical roller bearing type sealed at both sides
for different applications. All the bearings are lubricated for life and
maintenance free under normal operating conditions. All the fan
bearings have a minimum life time of 200,000 hours at L50 life
and upon request, we can provide heavy duty bearings suitable for
continuous operation of 200,000 hours at L10 life.

Fan and motor assemblies are mounted on a common extruded aluminum base located inside the air handling
casing which in turn is mounted on anti vibration mounts designed for 93% isolation.
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Fan & Motor
Fan
LG units are housed with centrifugal, double inlet, double width (DIDW) fans with blades of forward curved,
backward inclined, airfoil, plenum or twin fans. The performance of the fans have been tested and measured
in accordance to AMCA standard 210. Similarly, the noise levels of the fans have been tested and measured
in accordance with AMCA standard 300.

All the wheels are statically and dynamically balanced according to ISO
1940 and AMCA 204 – G2.5 standards. Clean room application fans
with balancing grade of G1.0 can be provided upon request.
Fire retardant fabrics are used as flexible connectors between the fan
outlet and the unit casing for vibration free operation.

Fans are designed in accordance to the specified operating class of
AMCA standard 99-2408-69 performance class limits for centrifugal
fans. Further, all backward inclined, airfoil and most of the forward
curve fans are sized in accordance to AMCA standard 99-0098-76
R20.

Wheels of forward curved fans are manufactured in galvanized steel
construction, backward inclined and airfoil wheels in cold rolled steel
sheet with polyester coated finish. Shafts are manufactured from C45
grade carbon steel and then coated for anti corrosion after assembly.

Fan Orientation

The drives are selected for 150% of the maximum motor horse power of the units. Sheaves are of fixed pitch
type and dynamically balanced. Adjustable pitch pulleys are provided upon request. V-belts are of anti-static
and oil resistant type.
Bearings used are of either deep groove ball bearing type with an
adaptor sleeve or spherical roller bearing type sealed at both sides
for different applications. All the bearings are lubricated for life and
maintenance free under normal operating conditions. All the fan
bearings have a minimum life time of 200,000 hours at L50 life
and upon request, we can provide heavy duty bearings suitable for
continuous operation of 200,000 hours at L10 life.

Fan and motor assemblies are mounted on a common extruded aluminum base located inside the air handling
casing which in turn is mounted on anti vibration mounts designed for 93% isolation.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Motor
All fan motors are mounted inside the unit casing. Electric motors are
of IEC standard in squirrel cage, totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC),
B3 foot mounted, IP 55 degree of protection and class F insulation.
Motors conform to IEC 34, IEC 72, BS 5000, BS 3979, BS 4999
standards and carry CE mark. Motor efficiencies available include EFF2
(IE1) standard efficiency, EFF1 (IE2) high efficiency and Premium
Efficiency (IE3), offered based on the requirement. On request, the
motors can be offered up to 660Volts, 50/60Hz AC supply. Motors
of explosion proof construction can also be offered.

Motors are suitable for VFD operation, 5:1 ratio for constant torque
applications, as higher grade and type of copper materials, lamination
etc., are used and the motors undergo vacuum impregnated insulation treatment, thereby increasing the insulation strength on the
overhangs of the motors so that harmonic distortions are minimized.
Speed variations of 40 to 100% are recommended.

Coils are constructed out of corrugated aluminum fins and seamless
copper tubes as standard. Anti corrosion coated coils or copper fins
are provided upon request. The fins are of sine wave design and shall
have collars drawn, belled and firmly bonded to the copper tubes by
mechanical expansion of the tubes.

Casing shall be 1.5mm thick galvanized steel or stainless steel (optional) with formed end supports on the
top and bottom. The bottom channel is provided with drain holes to ensure proper condensate drainage.
Headers shall be of extra heavy seamless copper tubing with tube holes intruded to provide the maximum
brazing surface for added strength. Header end caps are heavy gauge, die formed copper. Connections for
water coils shall be of threaded hexagonal brass / copper fittings as standard for the ease of plumbing while
erection.

Coil

Drain pans are made out of stainless steel – SS304 construction with
dual slope to facilitate immediate discharge of condensate. Specially
designed drain pan with all round edges allow complete cleaning and
avoid microbial growth as per ASHRAE 62-1999. Drain pans can be
offered in SS316 construction upon request. Intermediate drain pans
are provided for stacked coils to drain the condensate to the main
drain pan without flooding the lower coils or passing the condensate
through the airstream of the lower coil.

LG WinTADS offers wide range of application flexibility in selecting the coils using different pitches of
12.5mm OD (1/2”) or 15.8mm OD (5/8”) copper tubes with cooling medium as water (chilled water /
hot water), glycol, steam or refrigerants of R22, R134a, R410a & R407c. Various configurations of coil
arrangements like draw-through, blow through and multi-zone are also offered.

Moisture eliminators are provided in PVC construction for coil face
velocities exceeding 2.5 m/s as standard. Aluminium and stainless
steel construction are provided upon request.

Coils are designed to maximize the utilization of the available unit
cross section area with the connections clearly labeled on the outside
of the units. Cartridge type coil mounted on steel channels shall ease
the access for removability.

Cupronickel tubes and headers can be provided for special applications upon request where high acid or sand
content tends to be corrosive or erosive. Each coil is factory pressure tested at 375 psig air pressure under
water for water / steam coils and 450 psig for refrigerant coils for trouble free operations. Vent and drain
plugs are provided for all water coils.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Motor
All fan motors are mounted inside the unit casing. Electric motors are
of IEC standard in squirrel cage, totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC),
B3 foot mounted, IP 55 degree of protection and class F insulation.
Motors conform to IEC 34, IEC 72, BS 5000, BS 3979, BS 4999
standards and carry CE mark. Motor efficiencies available include EFF2
(IE1) standard efficiency, EFF1 (IE2) high efficiency and Premium
Efficiency (IE3), offered based on the requirement. On request, the
motors can be offered up to 660Volts, 50/60Hz AC supply. Motors
of explosion proof construction can also be offered.

Motors are suitable for VFD operation, 5:1 ratio for constant torque
applications, as higher grade and type of copper materials, lamination
etc., are used and the motors undergo vacuum impregnated insulation treatment, thereby increasing the insulation strength on the
overhangs of the motors so that harmonic distortions are minimized.
Speed variations of 40 to 100% are recommended.

Coils are constructed out of corrugated aluminum fins and seamless
copper tubes as standard. Anti corrosion coated coils or copper fins
are provided upon request. The fins are of sine wave design and shall
have collars drawn, belled and firmly bonded to the copper tubes by
mechanical expansion of the tubes.

Casing shall be 1.5mm thick galvanized steel or stainless steel (optional) with formed end supports on the
top and bottom. The bottom channel is provided with drain holes to ensure proper condensate drainage.
Headers shall be of extra heavy seamless copper tubing with tube holes intruded to provide the maximum
brazing surface for added strength. Header end caps are heavy gauge, die formed copper. Connections for
water coils shall be of threaded hexagonal brass / copper fittings as standard for the ease of plumbing while
erection.

Coil

Drain pans are made out of stainless steel – SS304 construction with
dual slope to facilitate immediate discharge of condensate. Specially
designed drain pan with all round edges allow complete cleaning and
avoid microbial growth as per ASHRAE 62-1999. Drain pans can be
offered in SS316 construction upon request. Intermediate drain pans
are provided for stacked coils to drain the condensate to the main
drain pan without flooding the lower coils or passing the condensate
through the airstream of the lower coil.

LG WinTADS offers wide range of application flexibility in selecting the coils using different pitches of
12.5mm OD (1/2”) or 15.8mm OD (5/8”) copper tubes with cooling medium as water (chilled water /
hot water), glycol, steam or refrigerants of R22, R134a, R410a & R407c. Various configurations of coil
arrangements like draw-through, blow through and multi-zone are also offered.

Moisture eliminators are provided in PVC construction for coil face
velocities exceeding 2.5 m/s as standard. Aluminium and stainless
steel construction are provided upon request.

Coils are designed to maximize the utilization of the available unit
cross section area with the connections clearly labeled on the outside
of the units. Cartridge type coil mounted on steel channels shall ease
the access for removability.

Cupronickel tubes and headers can be provided for special applications upon request where high acid or sand
content tends to be corrosive or erosive. Each coil is factory pressure tested at 375 psig air pressure under
water for water / steam coils and 450 psig for refrigerant coils for trouble free operations. Vent and drain
plugs are provided for all water coils.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Filter
Metallic Filters

Soft Bag Filters

Metallic washable filters are made out of fine
galvanized steel wire mesh for use in heavy duty
industrial and kitchen air ventilation applications.
Filters having excellent dust holding capacities
and ability to perform in high moisture conditions
are specially made to handle the grease content
exhausted out of kitchen hoods. The Metallic
filters shall be with multiple layered and pleated
galvanized steel wire mesh formed into compact
maze of dirt catching surfaces.

Soft bag filters shall be made of ultra fine synthetic
fiber media consisting of a unique blend of coarse
and fine synthetic fibers specially designed and
interwoven to provide a low initial resistance
and high air cleaning performance. The coarse
fibers arrest larger and heavier particles in the air
stream while the fine fibers remove the smaller
particulate matter and give the filter its high
efficiency classification. The media is color coded
for identification as per Filter class. Also available,
F5 and F9 class filters upon request.

Technical specifications : Metallic Filters
Filter class : G2 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 22 Pa
Final resistance : 130 Pa
Mean resistance : 75 Pa
Rated velocity : 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : 75-80%
Maximum operating temp : 420 ℃.

Synthetic Panel Filters

Rigid Bag Filters

The 2” / 4” deep pleat shall have consistent pleat
spacing and durable execution. Pleated Filters
feature a self supporting media pack in a two piece
frame - pleat stabilizers on the air leaving side in
combination with pleat support straps on the air
entering side ensure pleat consistency providing
excellent dust holding capacity and low pressure
resistance. The pleated media shall be made from
a controlled and repeatable special blend of sizespecific virgin fibers. Also available, G3 class filters
upon request.

Rigid bag filters are constructed of pleated media
pack with hot melt separators which ensure that
they deliver the desired air quality when used
in variable air volume systems and subjected to
repeated fan shutdown, high relative humidity
and intermittent exposure to water. The hot melt
separators maintain uniform spacing between
pleats to allow optimal flow of air into and through
the filter. They also ensure large effective media
area for low resistance and high dust holding
capacity.
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Technical specifications :
Synthetic Panel Filters
Filter class : G4 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 90 Pa
Final resistance : 250 Pa
Mean resistance : 170 Pa

Rated velocity : 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : ≤90%
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃

Technical specifications : Soft Bag Filters
Filter class : F7 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 80 Pa
Final resistance : 250 Pa
Mean resistance : 165 Pa
Rated velocity: 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : 98%
Efficiency : 80-85%.
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃

Technical specifications : Rigid Bag Filters
Filter class : F9 as per EN 779 standard
Initial resistance : 210 Pa
Final resistance : 450 Pa
Mean resistance : 330 Pa
Rated : 2.5 m/s
Efficiency : >95%
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Filter
Metallic Filters

Soft Bag Filters

Metallic washable filters are made out of fine
galvanized steel wire mesh for use in heavy duty
industrial and kitchen air ventilation applications.
Filters having excellent dust holding capacities
and ability to perform in high moisture conditions
are specially made to handle the grease content
exhausted out of kitchen hoods. The Metallic
filters shall be with multiple layered and pleated
galvanized steel wire mesh formed into compact
maze of dirt catching surfaces.

Soft bag filters shall be made of ultra fine synthetic
fiber media consisting of a unique blend of coarse
and fine synthetic fibers specially designed and
interwoven to provide a low initial resistance
and high air cleaning performance. The coarse
fibers arrest larger and heavier particles in the air
stream while the fine fibers remove the smaller
particulate matter and give the filter its high
efficiency classification. The media is color coded
for identification as per Filter class. Also available,
F5 and F9 class filters upon request.

Technical specifications : Metallic Filters
Filter class : G2 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 22 Pa
Final resistance : 130 Pa
Mean resistance : 75 Pa
Rated velocity : 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : 75-80%
Maximum operating temp : 420 ℃.

Synthetic Panel Filters

Rigid Bag Filters

The 2” / 4” deep pleat shall have consistent pleat
spacing and durable execution. Pleated Filters
feature a self supporting media pack in a two piece
frame - pleat stabilizers on the air leaving side in
combination with pleat support straps on the air
entering side ensure pleat consistency providing
excellent dust holding capacity and low pressure
resistance. The pleated media shall be made from
a controlled and repeatable special blend of sizespecific virgin fibers. Also available, G3 class filters
upon request.

Rigid bag filters are constructed of pleated media
pack with hot melt separators which ensure that
they deliver the desired air quality when used
in variable air volume systems and subjected to
repeated fan shutdown, high relative humidity
and intermittent exposure to water. The hot melt
separators maintain uniform spacing between
pleats to allow optimal flow of air into and through
the filter. They also ensure large effective media
area for low resistance and high dust holding
capacity.
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Technical specifications :
Synthetic Panel Filters
Filter class : G4 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 90 Pa
Final resistance : 250 Pa
Mean resistance : 170 Pa

Rated velocity : 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : ≤90%
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃

Technical specifications : Soft Bag Filters
Filter class : F7 as per EN 779 Standard
Initial resistance : 80 Pa
Final resistance : 250 Pa
Mean resistance : 165 Pa
Rated velocity: 2.5 m/s
Average arrestance : 98%
Efficiency : 80-85%.
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃

Technical specifications : Rigid Bag Filters
Filter class : F9 as per EN 779 standard
Initial resistance : 210 Pa
Final resistance : 450 Pa
Mean resistance : 330 Pa
Rated : 2.5 m/s
Efficiency : >95%
Maximum operating temp : 70 ℃
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TAH series
Heat Recovery system
Absolute Filters

Heat Recovery Wheels

HEPA Filters shall have metal cell sides, heavy
duty filter designed for both constant air volume
and variable air volume systems. These filters
shall consist of pleated media pack enclosed in an
electro galvanized steel housing; the media shall
be made of ultra fine fiber glass formed in to a
series of pleats. Corrugated Aluminum separators
maintain uniform spacing between each pleat to
allow unrestricted air flow. Bar braces shall be
installed on both the sides of the filter for extra
reinforcement of the media pack. H10, H11, H13
and H14 class filters are available upon request.

Heat recovery wheels are of air to air rotary heat exchangers with energy recovery over 80%, provide
improved IAQ, control humidity and save energy. By pre-conditioning the incoming fresh air, the heat
recovery wheels with minimal cross contamination, deliver fresh air at conditions close to the room conditions
and allow reduction in system capacity by 30 to 65%.

Technical specifications: Absolute Filters
Filter class: H12 as per EN 1822
Efficiency: 99.5% at 0.3 micron
Initial resistance: 250 Pa
Final resistance: 750 Pa
Mean resistance: 500 Pa
Cell sides: Galvanized steel
Filter media: Ultra-fine Glass Fiber media
Separators: Aluminum
Maximum operating temp : 120 ℃

Sensible heat is transferred as the metallic substrate picks up and stores
heat from the warmer air stream and gives it up to the cooler one. Latent
heat is transferred as the desiccant coating on the metallic substrate
absorbs moisture from the air stream that has the higher humidity ratio and
releases the moisture into the air stream that has the lower humidity ratio

Plate Type Heat Exchangers
Plate type heat exchangers are ideal for sensible energy recovery. Being static, have no moving parts and
provide highest reliability and safe operation. The exchange takes place across the plates forming the walls of
the passages and efficiency values between 40% and 75%.
Plate type heat exchangers do not allow the passage of humidity from
one flow to the other, but may use part of the latent heat contained in
the humid exhaust air. The direction of the air flow is not of particular
importance. However, it is recommended for the exhaust to pass through
the heat exchanger from top to bottom in cases in which the formation of
condensation is expected.

Carbon Filters
Canister delivery system shall consist of multiple
individual canisters in metal execution. Canister
shall be assembled in a galvanized sheet metal
holding frame to fit standard dimension filter
sections. The individual canister seals and holds in
the frame due to its unique seal and bayonet style
clamping mechanism. Canisters shall be factory
pre-filled with user specific media. Each canister
shall be vibration filled in order to ensure that the
media is uniformly packed.
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Heat Pipes
Technical specifications: Carbon Filters
Frame material: Galvanized steel frame
Carbon filter size: 145 dia x 600 mm long
Volume per canister: 5.9 l
Capacity per 24x24:
3200 m³/hr having 16 canisters
Carbon content: 3 kgs per canister = 48
kgs per cell
Average resistance: 150 Pa
Dwell time (contact time): 0.1 sec
Refillable type: Yes

Heat pipes are energy efficient thermal superconductors with no moving parts and transfer large amounts
of heat energy across a small temperature gradient. Heat pipes with zero cross contamination are used for
energy recovery and dehumidification applications.
Heat Recovery heat pipe is used for reclaiming heat from exhaust air and
returning it to the fresh-supply stream which in turn saves energy and cost.
The running cost of the heat pipe heat recovery system is virtually nil and
maintenance is minimal. Dehumidification: Wrap around (horse shoe) heat
pipe enhances the performances of a dehumidifier and improves the quality
of the re-circulated air.
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TAH series
Heat Recovery system
Absolute Filters

Heat Recovery Wheels

HEPA Filters shall have metal cell sides, heavy
duty filter designed for both constant air volume
and variable air volume systems. These filters
shall consist of pleated media pack enclosed in an
electro galvanized steel housing; the media shall
be made of ultra fine fiber glass formed in to a
series of pleats. Corrugated Aluminum separators
maintain uniform spacing between each pleat to
allow unrestricted air flow. Bar braces shall be
installed on both the sides of the filter for extra
reinforcement of the media pack. H10, H11, H13
and H14 class filters are available upon request.

Heat recovery wheels are of air to air rotary heat exchangers with energy recovery over 80%, provide
improved IAQ, control humidity and save energy. By pre-conditioning the incoming fresh air, the heat
recovery wheels with minimal cross contamination, deliver fresh air at conditions close to the room conditions
and allow reduction in system capacity by 30 to 65%.

Technical specifications: Absolute Filters
Filter class: H12 as per EN 1822
Efficiency: 99.5% at 0.3 micron
Initial resistance: 250 Pa
Final resistance: 750 Pa
Mean resistance: 500 Pa
Cell sides: Galvanized steel
Filter media: Ultra-fine Glass Fiber media
Separators: Aluminum
Maximum operating temp : 120 ℃

Sensible heat is transferred as the metallic substrate picks up and stores
heat from the warmer air stream and gives it up to the cooler one. Latent
heat is transferred as the desiccant coating on the metallic substrate
absorbs moisture from the air stream that has the higher humidity ratio and
releases the moisture into the air stream that has the lower humidity ratio

Plate Type Heat Exchangers
Plate type heat exchangers are ideal for sensible energy recovery. Being static, have no moving parts and
provide highest reliability and safe operation. The exchange takes place across the plates forming the walls of
the passages and efficiency values between 40% and 75%.
Plate type heat exchangers do not allow the passage of humidity from
one flow to the other, but may use part of the latent heat contained in
the humid exhaust air. The direction of the air flow is not of particular
importance. However, it is recommended for the exhaust to pass through
the heat exchanger from top to bottom in cases in which the formation of
condensation is expected.

Carbon Filters
Canister delivery system shall consist of multiple
individual canisters in metal execution. Canister
shall be assembled in a galvanized sheet metal
holding frame to fit standard dimension filter
sections. The individual canister seals and holds in
the frame due to its unique seal and bayonet style
clamping mechanism. Canisters shall be factory
pre-filled with user specific media. Each canister
shall be vibration filled in order to ensure that the
media is uniformly packed.
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Heat Pipes
Technical specifications: Carbon Filters
Frame material: Galvanized steel frame
Carbon filter size: 145 dia x 600 mm long
Volume per canister: 5.9 l
Capacity per 24x24:
3200 m³/hr having 16 canisters
Carbon content: 3 kgs per canister = 48
kgs per cell
Average resistance: 150 Pa
Dwell time (contact time): 0.1 sec
Refillable type: Yes

Heat pipes are energy efficient thermal superconductors with no moving parts and transfer large amounts
of heat energy across a small temperature gradient. Heat pipes with zero cross contamination are used for
energy recovery and dehumidification applications.
Heat Recovery heat pipe is used for reclaiming heat from exhaust air and
returning it to the fresh-supply stream which in turn saves energy and cost.
The running cost of the heat pipe heat recovery system is virtually nil and
maintenance is minimal. Dehumidification: Wrap around (horse shoe) heat
pipe enhances the performances of a dehumidifier and improves the quality
of the re-circulated air.
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Run Around Coils

Volume Control Dampers

Run around coils have same construction of standard water coils, positioned within the supply and exhaust
air streams, connected to each other by a pumped pipe work circuit for energy recovery. The pipe work is
charged with a heat exchange fluid, normally water, which picks up heat from the exhaust air coil and give up
heat to the supply air coil before returning again.

Volume control dampers are square or rectangular type with opposed
blade operation designed for low leakage to control the air flow rate
by offering resistance to flow of air. Damper are constructed out of
extruded aluminium profile frame with blades of extruded aluminium
airfoil design. Operated with nylon gears and handles for smooth and
quiet operation. Links are provided for either manual or motorized
operation.

Thus heat from the exhaust air stream is transferred through the pipe
work coil to the circulation fluid and then from the fluid through the
pipe work coil to the supply air stream.
The use of this system is generally limited to demands where the air
streams are separated and no other type of device can be utilized
since the heat recovery efficiency is lower than other forms of air-toair heat recovery. Gross efficiencies are usually in the range of 40%
to 50%.

Accessories

Sand Trap Louvers
Sand trap louvers are provided for fresh air intake and are designed
to separate large size sand particles at low air velocities thus avoiding
excessive dust loading on conventional secondary stage filters. At
low velocities, sand trap louvers give excellent performance for air
filtration and moderate pressure drops.
Sand trap louvers are constructed out of aluminium in general and
powder coated for corrosion resist-ance. Stainless steel construction
can be offered upon request.

UV lamps
Ultraviolet lamps are factory fitted in the air handling units, preengineered for placement to provide maximum effectiveness
by neutralizing biological & chemical contents such as mold,
bacteria, viruses, spores, allergens, VOCs and many other airborne
contaminants. The UV lamps direct the UV energy onto the evaporator
coil and drain pan, destroying and preventing mold and other microbial
growth.
Ultra Violet lamps use Quartz (lamps)and are filled with Mercury
vapour. UV lamps improve energy savings and reduce maintenance
by keeping the coil clean. UV lamps can be installed either upstream
or downstream of the cooling coil. UV lamps are also available with
reflectors for better efficiency.

Supply Air Grilles
Exposed type air handling units having direct discharge into the
conditioned space are provided with linear grilles, of double deflection
type, designed to provide full flexibility in volume and air pattern
control. The grilles are constructed from extruded aluminum profiles
and finished with powder coating

Return Air Louvers
Return air louvers are provided for exposed type installations with non ducted return air. The grilles are
constructed from extruded aluminum profiles, fixed at 35 degree deflection and finished with powder
coating.
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LG Multi V AHU System

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Run Around Coils

Volume Control Dampers

Run around coils have same construction of standard water coils, positioned within the supply and exhaust
air streams, connected to each other by a pumped pipe work circuit for energy recovery. The pipe work is
charged with a heat exchange fluid, normally water, which picks up heat from the exhaust air coil and give up
heat to the supply air coil before returning again.

Volume control dampers are square or rectangular type with opposed
blade operation designed for low leakage to control the air flow rate
by offering resistance to flow of air. Damper are constructed out of
extruded aluminium profile frame with blades of extruded aluminium
airfoil design. Operated with nylon gears and handles for smooth and
quiet operation. Links are provided for either manual or motorized
operation.

Thus heat from the exhaust air stream is transferred through the pipe
work coil to the circulation fluid and then from the fluid through the
pipe work coil to the supply air stream.
The use of this system is generally limited to demands where the air
streams are separated and no other type of device can be utilized
since the heat recovery efficiency is lower than other forms of air-toair heat recovery. Gross efficiencies are usually in the range of 40%
to 50%.

Accessories

Sand Trap Louvers
Sand trap louvers are provided for fresh air intake and are designed
to separate large size sand particles at low air velocities thus avoiding
excessive dust loading on conventional secondary stage filters. At
low velocities, sand trap louvers give excellent performance for air
filtration and moderate pressure drops.
Sand trap louvers are constructed out of aluminium in general and
powder coated for corrosion resist-ance. Stainless steel construction
can be offered upon request.

UV lamps
Ultraviolet lamps are factory fitted in the air handling units, preengineered for placement to provide maximum effectiveness
by neutralizing biological & chemical contents such as mold,
bacteria, viruses, spores, allergens, VOCs and many other airborne
contaminants. The UV lamps direct the UV energy onto the evaporator
coil and drain pan, destroying and preventing mold and other microbial
growth.
Ultra Violet lamps use Quartz (lamps)and are filled with Mercury
vapour. UV lamps improve energy savings and reduce maintenance
by keeping the coil clean. UV lamps can be installed either upstream
or downstream of the cooling coil. UV lamps are also available with
reflectors for better efficiency.

Supply Air Grilles
Exposed type air handling units having direct discharge into the
conditioned space are provided with linear grilles, of double deflection
type, designed to provide full flexibility in volume and air pattern
control. The grilles are constructed from extruded aluminum profiles
and finished with powder coating

Return Air Louvers
Return air louvers are provided for exposed type installations with non ducted return air. The grilles are
constructed from extruded aluminum profiles, fixed at 35 degree deflection and finished with powder
coating.
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Guide Specification

LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
General

Unit Construction

Vibration Isolation

Heat Recovery Wheel (Enthalpy)

Supply and install as indicated in the schedule of
equipment, Air Handling Units(AHUs) / Fresh Air Handling
Units (FAHUs), each capable of the duty as mentioned
in the schedule of equipment. The space available for the
unit to be physically verified at the site and dimensions of
the units shall be selected to fit into the spaces available.
Where necessary the units may be built on site, subject to
acceptance of the finished units for warranty purposes by
the original supplier and their local agent. The units shall
be double skin construction, draw-thru type comprising of
various sections such as mixing box (wherever the RA, FA
is ducted), filter section, heat recovery components, cooling
coil, electric heater and fan section as per the details
shown either in the drawings or specified in the schedule
of equipment. Fresh air handling units with heat recovery
systems shall be provided with heat recovery wheels / heat
pipes as indicated in the schedule of quantity.

The unit casings shall be of double skinned panels not less
than 50mm thickness. Casing shall be assembled with self
supporting modular panel elements with an integrated base
frame made of zincates steel sections along upper sides of
the units.
The frame work shall be of extruded aluminium, thermal
break construction using polyamide profiles, without using
gaskets for thermal bridging ensuring durability for all Fresh
Air Handling Units and also for all the Air Handling Units
installed in non-conditioned plant rooms.
Sheet metal thickness shall be not less than 0.8 mm for
the inner skin, 0.8 mm for the outer skin and shall be made
from 270 GSM zincates steel sheets. The outer skin shall
be pre-painted galvanized steel sheet having 7 to 9 microns
of primer coat and 20 to 25 microns of polyester coat on
the outer surface. For additional protection, outer surface
of the outer skin shall be provided with vinyl guard film for
scratch protection. Inside and outside of panel walls shall
be completely smooth.
All casing panels shall be insulated with injected CFC free
polyurethane foam insulation and shall be in accordance to
Class O of ISO 1182.2 standards. The insulation density
shall be 48 kg/m³ and having thermal conductivity (K value)
of 0.02 W/m K.
The base frame of the units shall be made from Sendzimir
galvanized sheet metal for size with largest dimensions up
to 2500 mm, and hot dip galvanized U-profile for larger
units.
The manufacturer shall guarantee that no condensation
shall take place on the exterior of panels. In the event that
any condensation problems appear after installation, the
contractor shall undertake all remedial measures to rectify
and to the satisfaction of the consultants. Any stacked or
double height coils shall have separate drain pans to reduce
carry over.
Units installed outdoors shall be fitted with weather proof
aluminium canopy.

The Air Handling Unit shall have internal vibration isolation
system by mounting fan, motor and drive assembly on
spring isolators designed for 93% isolation. The fan
discharge shall be connected to the air handling unit casing
through canvas connection to prevent vibration transfer. In
addition to the above the entire unit shall be mounted on
additional vibration isolators.

Fresh air handling units shall be provided with heat recovery
wheel (enthalpy) wherever specified in the schedule of
quantity.
Wheel matrix should be only from pure aluminium foil to
allow for quick and efficient uptake of thermal energy,
sufficient mass for optimum heat transfer, maximum
sensible heat recovery during low rotational speed of 20 to
25 rpm.
The Desiccant for Enthalpy wheel should be water molecule
selective and non-migratory.
The Desiccant should be molecular sieve and keep the
cross contamination to absolute minimum and also ensure
the exclusion of contaminants from the air streams, while
transferring the water vapor molecule.
The desiccant should be of sufficient mass, and should be
coated with non- masking porous binder adhesive on the
aluminium substrate (matrix) so as to allow quick and easy
uptake and release of water vapor. The weight of desiccant
coating and the mass of aluminium foil shall be in a ratio
so as to ensure equal recovery of both sensible and latent
heat over the operating range.
The Rotor/Wheel matrix shall have equal sensible and
latent recovery in the range of 75 to 80%.
The Rotor honeycomb matrix foil should be so wound and
adhered as to make a structurally very strong and rigid
media unaffected by temperature and humidity changes.
The rotor shall be non-clogging aluminium media, having a
multitude of narrow aluminium channels, thus ensuring a
laminar flow and will allow particles up to 800 microns to
pass through it.
The rotor should rotate at a speed lower than 20 to 25
rpm, ensuring long life of belts and reduce wear and tear of
seals. The media shall be cleanable with compressed air or
low pressure steam or light detergent, without degrading
the latent recovery.
The recovery wheel cassette / casing shall be manufactured
from tubular construction to provide a self supporting rigid
structure, complete with access panels, purge sector, rotor,
bearings, seals and drive mechanism complete with belts.
The rotor shall have a field adjustable purge mechanism
to provide definite separation of air flow, minimizing the
carryover of bacteria, dust and other pollutants, from the
exhaust air to supply air. With proper adjustments the
cross contamination shall be limited to less than 0.04% of
the exhaust air concentration.

Quality Assurance
The equipment manufacturer shall strictly adhere to
following standards & specification:
A. ISO 9001:2008 certificate of the manufacturing facility
required.
B. Eurovent certification.
C. The equipment manufacturer shall submit the mechanical
performance report certified by Eurovent for the following
characteristics.
Mechanical Characteristics

Class

Mechanical Strength

D1

Casing Air Leakage – 400 Pa

L1

Casing Air Leakage + 700 Pa

L1

Filter By-pass Leakage

F9

Thermal Transmittance

T3

Thermal Bridging

TB2

The thermal bridge factor shall be relaxed to TB3 for recirculated Air Handling Units installed in conditioned plant
rooms. AHU panel insulation shall be injected polyurethane
foam and be in accordance to fire retardant Class O of ISO
1182.2 standards.
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Acoustical insulation through the panel
Hz
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29

27.3

38.9

Fan & Fan Motor
Fans shall be double inlet, double width, and backward
curved centrifugal type with galvanized steel casings. Fans
shall be tested in accordance with AMCA 300-85. Every
individual fan shall be run before delivery to check bearing
condition and vibration. Fan shafts shall be mounted in
taper sleeve bearings designed for continuous operation
and a mean useful life of 200,000 hours. Backward curved
impeller should be coated with 60 micron epoxy painting
of high quality. The contractor shall supply one set of all
filters per AHU as spares for replacement after testing and
commissioning and prior to handing over of the installation.
Fans shall be designed in accordance with the specified
operating class of AMCA standard 99-2408-69 –
performance class limits for centrifugal fans. The impeller
& fan shaft shall be statically and dynamically balanced to a
balancing grade of G 2.5. The fan shall be connected to the
outlet opening by means of an airtight flexible connection.
Fans shall not exceed a maximum outlet velocity of 12 m/
sec. The degree of protection shall be IP55 with mounting
method B3 and Class F insulation for the electric motors.
Fan drive shall be rated at 150% of the maximum motor
power of the units and shall be fitted with adjustable belt
tension arrangement. Belt guards or screen protection door
in fan section shall be provided in accordance with CEN
Standard. The fan motor shall be suitable for operating at
415V, 3Ph, 50Hz electrical power supply. The fan motor
shall be wired to the safety isolation switch or connection
box. The contractor shall select power input and speed
of the fan subsequent to ascertaining system static
pressure in accordance with pressure drop calculations
to the approval of the engineer. The fan motor shall meet
the safety requirements of the CE and compatible with
variable frequency drives. The motor shall be mounted on a
common, torsional rigid, galvanized steel base frame.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
General

Unit Construction

Vibration Isolation

Heat Recovery Wheel (Enthalpy)

Supply and install as indicated in the schedule of
equipment, Air Handling Units(AHUs) / Fresh Air Handling
Units (FAHUs), each capable of the duty as mentioned
in the schedule of equipment. The space available for the
unit to be physically verified at the site and dimensions of
the units shall be selected to fit into the spaces available.
Where necessary the units may be built on site, subject to
acceptance of the finished units for warranty purposes by
the original supplier and their local agent. The units shall
be double skin construction, draw-thru type comprising of
various sections such as mixing box (wherever the RA, FA
is ducted), filter section, heat recovery components, cooling
coil, electric heater and fan section as per the details
shown either in the drawings or specified in the schedule
of equipment. Fresh air handling units with heat recovery
systems shall be provided with heat recovery wheels / heat
pipes as indicated in the schedule of quantity.

The unit casings shall be of double skinned panels not less
than 50mm thickness. Casing shall be assembled with self
supporting modular panel elements with an integrated base
frame made of zincates steel sections along upper sides of
the units.
The frame work shall be of extruded aluminium, thermal
break construction using polyamide profiles, without using
gaskets for thermal bridging ensuring durability for all Fresh
Air Handling Units and also for all the Air Handling Units
installed in non-conditioned plant rooms.
Sheet metal thickness shall be not less than 0.8 mm for
the inner skin, 0.8 mm for the outer skin and shall be made
from 270 GSM zincates steel sheets. The outer skin shall
be pre-painted galvanized steel sheet having 7 to 9 microns
of primer coat and 20 to 25 microns of polyester coat on
the outer surface. For additional protection, outer surface
of the outer skin shall be provided with vinyl guard film for
scratch protection. Inside and outside of panel walls shall
be completely smooth.
All casing panels shall be insulated with injected CFC free
polyurethane foam insulation and shall be in accordance to
Class O of ISO 1182.2 standards. The insulation density
shall be 48 kg/m³ and having thermal conductivity (K value)
of 0.02 W/m K.
The base frame of the units shall be made from Sendzimir
galvanized sheet metal for size with largest dimensions up
to 2500 mm, and hot dip galvanized U-profile for larger
units.
The manufacturer shall guarantee that no condensation
shall take place on the exterior of panels. In the event that
any condensation problems appear after installation, the
contractor shall undertake all remedial measures to rectify
and to the satisfaction of the consultants. Any stacked or
double height coils shall have separate drain pans to reduce
carry over.
Units installed outdoors shall be fitted with weather proof
aluminium canopy.

The Air Handling Unit shall have internal vibration isolation
system by mounting fan, motor and drive assembly on
spring isolators designed for 93% isolation. The fan
discharge shall be connected to the air handling unit casing
through canvas connection to prevent vibration transfer. In
addition to the above the entire unit shall be mounted on
additional vibration isolators.

Fresh air handling units shall be provided with heat recovery
wheel (enthalpy) wherever specified in the schedule of
quantity.
Wheel matrix should be only from pure aluminium foil to
allow for quick and efficient uptake of thermal energy,
sufficient mass for optimum heat transfer, maximum
sensible heat recovery during low rotational speed of 20 to
25 rpm.
The Desiccant for Enthalpy wheel should be water molecule
selective and non-migratory.
The Desiccant should be molecular sieve and keep the
cross contamination to absolute minimum and also ensure
the exclusion of contaminants from the air streams, while
transferring the water vapor molecule.
The desiccant should be of sufficient mass, and should be
coated with non- masking porous binder adhesive on the
aluminium substrate (matrix) so as to allow quick and easy
uptake and release of water vapor. The weight of desiccant
coating and the mass of aluminium foil shall be in a ratio
so as to ensure equal recovery of both sensible and latent
heat over the operating range.
The Rotor/Wheel matrix shall have equal sensible and
latent recovery in the range of 75 to 80%.
The Rotor honeycomb matrix foil should be so wound and
adhered as to make a structurally very strong and rigid
media unaffected by temperature and humidity changes.
The rotor shall be non-clogging aluminium media, having a
multitude of narrow aluminium channels, thus ensuring a
laminar flow and will allow particles up to 800 microns to
pass through it.
The rotor should rotate at a speed lower than 20 to 25
rpm, ensuring long life of belts and reduce wear and tear of
seals. The media shall be cleanable with compressed air or
low pressure steam or light detergent, without degrading
the latent recovery.
The recovery wheel cassette / casing shall be manufactured
from tubular construction to provide a self supporting rigid
structure, complete with access panels, purge sector, rotor,
bearings, seals and drive mechanism complete with belts.
The rotor shall have a field adjustable purge mechanism
to provide definite separation of air flow, minimizing the
carryover of bacteria, dust and other pollutants, from the
exhaust air to supply air. With proper adjustments the
cross contamination shall be limited to less than 0.04% of
the exhaust air concentration.

Quality Assurance
The equipment manufacturer shall strictly adhere to
following standards & specification:
A. ISO 9001:2008 certificate of the manufacturing facility
required.
B. Eurovent certification.
C. The equipment manufacturer shall submit the mechanical
performance report certified by Eurovent for the following
characteristics.
Mechanical Characteristics

Class

Mechanical Strength

D1

Casing Air Leakage – 400 Pa

L1

Casing Air Leakage + 700 Pa

L1

Filter By-pass Leakage

F9

Thermal Transmittance

T3

Thermal Bridging

TB2

The thermal bridge factor shall be relaxed to TB3 for recirculated Air Handling Units installed in conditioned plant
rooms. AHU panel insulation shall be injected polyurethane
foam and be in accordance to fire retardant Class O of ISO
1182.2 standards.
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Acoustical insulation through the panel
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Fan & Fan Motor
Fans shall be double inlet, double width, and backward
curved centrifugal type with galvanized steel casings. Fans
shall be tested in accordance with AMCA 300-85. Every
individual fan shall be run before delivery to check bearing
condition and vibration. Fan shafts shall be mounted in
taper sleeve bearings designed for continuous operation
and a mean useful life of 200,000 hours. Backward curved
impeller should be coated with 60 micron epoxy painting
of high quality. The contractor shall supply one set of all
filters per AHU as spares for replacement after testing and
commissioning and prior to handing over of the installation.
Fans shall be designed in accordance with the specified
operating class of AMCA standard 99-2408-69 –
performance class limits for centrifugal fans. The impeller
& fan shaft shall be statically and dynamically balanced to a
balancing grade of G 2.5. The fan shall be connected to the
outlet opening by means of an airtight flexible connection.
Fans shall not exceed a maximum outlet velocity of 12 m/
sec. The degree of protection shall be IP55 with mounting
method B3 and Class F insulation for the electric motors.
Fan drive shall be rated at 150% of the maximum motor
power of the units and shall be fitted with adjustable belt
tension arrangement. Belt guards or screen protection door
in fan section shall be provided in accordance with CEN
Standard. The fan motor shall be suitable for operating at
415V, 3Ph, 50Hz electrical power supply. The fan motor
shall be wired to the safety isolation switch or connection
box. The contractor shall select power input and speed
of the fan subsequent to ascertaining system static
pressure in accordance with pressure drop calculations
to the approval of the engineer. The fan motor shall meet
the safety requirements of the CE and compatible with
variable frequency drives. The motor shall be mounted on a
common, torsional rigid, galvanized steel base frame.
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LG AHU SOLUTION

TAH series
Heat Pipes (Wrap around Type)

Fresh Air Intakes

Multi V Outdoor Units

FAHUs / AHUs shall be provided with wrap around type
heat pipes wherever specified in the schedule of quantity.
Heat pipes shall be included within the FAHU / AHU
and wrapped around the main cooling coil for enhanced
dehumidification. The external fins shall be of aluminium
with a minimum thickness of 0.15mm. Fins shall be of the
continuous plate type and louvered type. Tubes shall be of
refrigeration standard seamless copper for heat exchanger
use. Tube diameter shall be 12mm with a grooved inner
surface and minimum root thickness of the tube shall be
0.35mm. Casings shall be from galvanized sheet steel
with a minimum thickness of 1.6mm. The casing shall
incorporate tube plates and top and bottom plates around
both precool and reheat heat pipe blocks.
The working fluid shall be refrigerant type classified
as ASHRAE safety group Al. The refrigerant shall be
R134a.The heat pipe circuits shall be factory charged
and hermetically sealed with the calculated weight of
refrigerant. There shall be a multitude of loops in the
height of the heat pipe and each loop shall be individually
charged. Heat pipes with header assemblies containing a
single circuit are not suitable as a single leak will render the
entire heat pipe inoperative. Heat pipe performance shall
be independently type tested and certified in line with the
requirements of British Standards BS 5141 / European
Standards EN 305 & 306 / American Standards ARI 410
for testing and rating of heat exchangers. All software used
to state the performance of heat pipes shall be based upon
the results of these independent tests.
The heat pipe should have a third party independent test
report conducted by a certified laboratory from U.S.A /
Europe.

Sand trap louvers of aluminium construction duly epoxy
coated with bird screen and extruded aluminium, airfoil
construction dampers shall be provided at the intake
section of the unit.
Fresh air dampers shall be of opposed blade louver
type. Blades shall be made of extruded aluminium, airfoil
construction and shall be rattle-free.
Fresh air fans and fresh air intakes shall be per the
requirements mentioned in the equipment schedule.

General

Casing

Outdoor unit shall be factory assembled, piped and wired.
Series of outdoor units shall be field piped with factory
designed and supplied Y-branch kits to manifold them
together into a single refrigerant pipe. Outdoor unit shall
consist of minimum 1 scroll compressors with at least 1
BLDC Inverter, inverter fan motor, fan, heat exchanger, sub
cooling circuit, electronic expansion valve, solenoid valve,
4 way valve, strainer, oil separator, accumulator, electric
control module. Outdoor unit shall have hot gas bypass
safety cycle, pressure switch, high pressure sensor, low
pressure sensor, overload current protect, reverse phase
protection, phase failure protection as safety devices or
functions. The hot gas bypass circuit shall be incorporated
as a safeguard to the compressor in case of condenser
blockage, adverse condition. Outdoor unit shall continuously
operate at the outdoor temperature of -5℃ DB to 54℃ DB
in cooling mode and -20℃ WB to 18℃ WB in heating mode
at the condition stated in product data book. Outdoor unit
shall operate continuously without tripping and overloading
at 54℃. The nominal capacity of outdoor unit shall be
8HP to 80Hp with single refrigerant piping. The capacity
connection ratio of indoor units to outdoor unit shall be
50% to 130/160/200% normally depend on the single or
series outdoor unit connection. The sound level at rated
condition in the acoustic chamber Lab. shall be a value
of 58 ~ 65 dB (A) at 1m distance from the front of the
unit. Outdoor unit shall be capable of operating at further
reduced noise during night time. Outdoor unit shall allow an
equivalent longest refrigerant piping length of up to 225m
from outdoor unit to the farthest indoor unit. Outdoor unit
shall allow an elevation of up to 110m above or below the
indoor units. Outdoor unit shall allow a total refrigerant
piping length of up to 1000m. Outdoor unit shall have a
removable front panel to allow service and shall have a
removable inspection panel for dip switch, auto addressing,
auto start up and error code display.

Casing shall be weatherproof with zinc coated galvanized
steel. Thickness shall be 1mm and color shall be warm gray.

Safety Features
All the units must have safety features as under:
The fan access door shall be equipped with micro-switch
inter locked with fan motor to enable switching off the fan
motor automatically in the event of door opening. The fan
access door shall be provided with a view port and further
have wire mesh screen as an added safety feature bolted
on to the unit frame.
Fan and motor base shall be properly earthed from the
factory. All screws used for panel fixing and projecting
inside the unit shall be covered with PVC caps to avoid
human injury.

Compressor
Compressor shall be hermetic scroll type. The variable
speed compressor shall be BLDC inverter motor and shall
be capable of changing speed as per load requirements. The
frequency of the inverter motor shall be variable from 15
to 150Hz to modulate capacity and motor insulation shall
be Class B. Compressor shall be equipped with over-Heat
Protection and over current detecting to be controlled by
Inv. PCB for current and temperature. Compressor shall
have vibration isolator and crankcase heater and shall be
covered with sound proof jacket. The lubricant oil shall
be FVC68D (PVE). All the control parts shall be factory
installed and tested for reliability.
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Condenser fan motor

Fan motor shall be direct driven, variable speed.
Fan motor shall be BLDC Inverter motor, capable of
changing speed as per load requirements. Fan motor
rating output shall be 600W or 750W. Max RPM shall be
1100 and motor insulation shall be Class E. External static
pressure shall be adjusted and maximum ESP shall be
8mmAq.

Condenser fan

Fan shall be propeller and air discharge direction shall be
top discharge. Fan blade material shall be ABS.

Refrigeration Cycle

Outdoor unit shall be factory flushed, vacuumed and fully
charged with eco friendly R-410A refrigerant and additional
charge due to long piping can be done at site. Refrigerant
cycle shall consist of hot gas bypass circuit, sub-cooling
circuit, high and low pressure common piping, oil separate
circuit, oil return circuit, accumulator, 4way valve, main EEV
(max 2000 pulse). Maximum operating pressure shall be
less than 42kgf/cm2 (600 psi).

Heat exchanger (Condenser)

The heat exchanger shall consist of copper tubing with
thickness 0.25 and aluminum wide louvered fins with
thickness 0.1 with a mechanical bond with 14FPI The
copper tubing shall be grooved type. The fins shall have a
factory applied corrosion resistant Gold Fin™ material with
hydrophilic coating. The heat exchanger shall be protected
with an integral metal guard.

Electrical
The outdoor unit electrical power shall be 3 phase, 50/60
Hz, 380~415V. The outdoor unit shall be capable of
operation within voltage limits of +/- 10% rated voltage.
The outdoor unit shall be controlled by integral
microprocessors. The control wiring between the outdoor
unit and indoor units shall be 2 core wired shielded cable.
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TAH series
Heat Pipes (Wrap around Type)

Fresh Air Intakes

Multi V Outdoor Units

FAHUs / AHUs shall be provided with wrap around type
heat pipes wherever specified in the schedule of quantity.
Heat pipes shall be included within the FAHU / AHU
and wrapped around the main cooling coil for enhanced
dehumidification. The external fins shall be of aluminium
with a minimum thickness of 0.15mm. Fins shall be of the
continuous plate type and louvered type. Tubes shall be of
refrigeration standard seamless copper for heat exchanger
use. Tube diameter shall be 12mm with a grooved inner
surface and minimum root thickness of the tube shall be
0.35mm. Casings shall be from galvanized sheet steel
with a minimum thickness of 1.6mm. The casing shall
incorporate tube plates and top and bottom plates around
both precool and reheat heat pipe blocks.
The working fluid shall be refrigerant type classified
as ASHRAE safety group Al. The refrigerant shall be
R134a.The heat pipe circuits shall be factory charged
and hermetically sealed with the calculated weight of
refrigerant. There shall be a multitude of loops in the
height of the heat pipe and each loop shall be individually
charged. Heat pipes with header assemblies containing a
single circuit are not suitable as a single leak will render the
entire heat pipe inoperative. Heat pipe performance shall
be independently type tested and certified in line with the
requirements of British Standards BS 5141 / European
Standards EN 305 & 306 / American Standards ARI 410
for testing and rating of heat exchangers. All software used
to state the performance of heat pipes shall be based upon
the results of these independent tests.
The heat pipe should have a third party independent test
report conducted by a certified laboratory from U.S.A /
Europe.

Sand trap louvers of aluminium construction duly epoxy
coated with bird screen and extruded aluminium, airfoil
construction dampers shall be provided at the intake
section of the unit.
Fresh air dampers shall be of opposed blade louver
type. Blades shall be made of extruded aluminium, airfoil
construction and shall be rattle-free.
Fresh air fans and fresh air intakes shall be per the
requirements mentioned in the equipment schedule.

General

Casing

Outdoor unit shall be factory assembled, piped and wired.
Series of outdoor units shall be field piped with factory
designed and supplied Y-branch kits to manifold them
together into a single refrigerant pipe. Outdoor unit shall
consist of minimum 1 scroll compressors with at least 1
BLDC Inverter, inverter fan motor, fan, heat exchanger, sub
cooling circuit, electronic expansion valve, solenoid valve,
4 way valve, strainer, oil separator, accumulator, electric
control module. Outdoor unit shall have hot gas bypass
safety cycle, pressure switch, high pressure sensor, low
pressure sensor, overload current protect, reverse phase
protection, phase failure protection as safety devices or
functions. The hot gas bypass circuit shall be incorporated
as a safeguard to the compressor in case of condenser
blockage, adverse condition. Outdoor unit shall continuously
operate at the outdoor temperature of -5℃ DB to 54℃ DB
in cooling mode and -20℃ WB to 18℃ WB in heating mode
at the condition stated in product data book. Outdoor unit
shall operate continuously without tripping and overloading
at 54℃. The nominal capacity of outdoor unit shall be
8HP to 80Hp with single refrigerant piping. The capacity
connection ratio of indoor units to outdoor unit shall be
50% to 130/160/200% normally depend on the single or
series outdoor unit connection. The sound level at rated
condition in the acoustic chamber Lab. shall be a value
of 58 ~ 65 dB (A) at 1m distance from the front of the
unit. Outdoor unit shall be capable of operating at further
reduced noise during night time. Outdoor unit shall allow an
equivalent longest refrigerant piping length of up to 225m
from outdoor unit to the farthest indoor unit. Outdoor unit
shall allow an elevation of up to 110m above or below the
indoor units. Outdoor unit shall allow a total refrigerant
piping length of up to 1000m. Outdoor unit shall have a
removable front panel to allow service and shall have a
removable inspection panel for dip switch, auto addressing,
auto start up and error code display.

Casing shall be weatherproof with zinc coated galvanized
steel. Thickness shall be 1mm and color shall be warm gray.

Safety Features
All the units must have safety features as under:
The fan access door shall be equipped with micro-switch
inter locked with fan motor to enable switching off the fan
motor automatically in the event of door opening. The fan
access door shall be provided with a view port and further
have wire mesh screen as an added safety feature bolted
on to the unit frame.
Fan and motor base shall be properly earthed from the
factory. All screws used for panel fixing and projecting
inside the unit shall be covered with PVC caps to avoid
human injury.

Compressor
Compressor shall be hermetic scroll type. The variable
speed compressor shall be BLDC inverter motor and shall
be capable of changing speed as per load requirements. The
frequency of the inverter motor shall be variable from 15
to 150Hz to modulate capacity and motor insulation shall
be Class B. Compressor shall be equipped with over-Heat
Protection and over current detecting to be controlled by
Inv. PCB for current and temperature. Compressor shall
have vibration isolator and crankcase heater and shall be
covered with sound proof jacket. The lubricant oil shall
be FVC68D (PVE). All the control parts shall be factory
installed and tested for reliability.
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Condenser fan motor

Fan motor shall be direct driven, variable speed.
Fan motor shall be BLDC Inverter motor, capable of
changing speed as per load requirements. Fan motor
rating output shall be 600W or 750W. Max RPM shall be
1100 and motor insulation shall be Class E. External static
pressure shall be adjusted and maximum ESP shall be
8mmAq.

Condenser fan

Fan shall be propeller and air discharge direction shall be
top discharge. Fan blade material shall be ABS.

Refrigeration Cycle

Outdoor unit shall be factory flushed, vacuumed and fully
charged with eco friendly R-410A refrigerant and additional
charge due to long piping can be done at site. Refrigerant
cycle shall consist of hot gas bypass circuit, sub-cooling
circuit, high and low pressure common piping, oil separate
circuit, oil return circuit, accumulator, 4way valve, main EEV
(max 2000 pulse). Maximum operating pressure shall be
less than 42kgf/cm2 (600 psi).

Heat exchanger (Condenser)

The heat exchanger shall consist of copper tubing with
thickness 0.25 and aluminum wide louvered fins with
thickness 0.1 with a mechanical bond with 14FPI The
copper tubing shall be grooved type. The fins shall have a
factory applied corrosion resistant Gold Fin™ material with
hydrophilic coating. The heat exchanger shall be protected
with an integral metal guard.

Electrical
The outdoor unit electrical power shall be 3 phase, 50/60
Hz, 380~415V. The outdoor unit shall be capable of
operation within voltage limits of +/- 10% rated voltage.
The outdoor unit shall be controlled by integral
microprocessors. The control wiring between the outdoor
unit and indoor units shall be 2 core wired shielded cable.
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ReFeRenCe Site

LG AHU SOLUTION

DAR AL WASL DEVELOPMENT DUBAI UAE

SWIEHAN VILLA ABU DHABI UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V WATER II(GEOTHERMAL) + DUCT/Wall mounted + AHU Comm. Kit

AYANDEH SAZ KISH IRAN

RAMESH MASERANI PALACE KAMPALA UGANDA

MULTI V + DUCT + AHU Comm. Kit

MULTI V + DUCT/CASSETTE + AHU Comm. Kit

QASR AL HOSN EXHIBITION CENTRE ABU DHABI UAE

TIMSAH ARENA BURSA TURKEY

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU + BMS

MULTI V + Cassette/Floor standing + AHU Comm. Kit

SAMARI RESIDENCE DUBAI UAE

SAVANAH FLAMINGO RESORT ABU DHABI UAE

RIXOS HOTEL RAS AL KHAIMA UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU

MULTI V + DUCT, AHU Comm. Kit + BACnet G/W + BMS

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette, AHU Comm. Kit + BMS

JUMEIRAH RETAIL DEVELOPMENT DUBAI UAE

EMIRATES CREW ACCOMODATION DUBAI UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU
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ReFeRenCe Site

LG AHU SOLUTION

DAR AL WASL DEVELOPMENT DUBAI UAE

SWIEHAN VILLA ABU DHABI UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V WATER II(GEOTHERMAL) + DUCT/Wall mounted + AHU Comm. Kit

AYANDEH SAZ KISH IRAN

RAMESH MASERANI PALACE KAMPALA UGANDA

MULTI V + DUCT + AHU Comm. Kit

MULTI V + DUCT/CASSETTE + AHU Comm. Kit

QASR AL HOSN EXHIBITION CENTRE ABU DHABI UAE

TIMSAH ARENA BURSA TURKEY

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU + BMS

MULTI V + Cassette/Floor standing + AHU Comm. Kit

SAMARI RESIDENCE DUBAI UAE

SAVANAH FLAMINGO RESORT ABU DHABI UAE

RIXOS HOTEL RAS AL KHAIMA UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU

MULTI V + DUCT, AHU Comm. Kit + BACnet G/W + BMS

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette, AHU Comm. Kit + BMS

JUMEIRAH RETAIL DEVELOPMENT DUBAI UAE

EMIRATES CREW ACCOMODATION DUBAI UAE

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU
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ReFeRenCe Site

LG AHU SOLUTION

AL JABEL AL AKHDAR MUSCAT OMAN

KARIM KHAN SHIRAZ IRAN

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette/Wall mounted, AHU Comm. Kit

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette/Wall mounted, AHU Comm. Kit + PDI + ACP

SEALCO BEIRUT LEBANON
MULTI V + Duct + AHU Comm. Kit

EMIRATES AVIATION COLLEGE DUBAI UAE

BRIGHT RIDER SCHOOL ABU DHABI UAE

MULTI V + Duct/Wall mounted + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

UPINGTON HOSPITAL CAPE TOWN SOUTH AFRICA
MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + BACnet G/W + BMS
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BRIGHTON COLLEGE ABU DHABI UAE

SOUTH GATE SHOPPING CENTRE GAUTENG SOUTH AFRICA

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + ACP

MARIDIVE HEAD QUARTER ALEXANDRIA EGYPT

CHARTIS(AIG) INSURANCE KAMPALA UGANDA

MULTI V + Duct + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU + ACP

MULTI V + Duct/Casssette + AHU Comm. Kit + DX-AHU
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ReFeRenCe Site

LG AHU SOLUTION

AL JABEL AL AKHDAR MUSCAT OMAN

KARIM KHAN SHIRAZ IRAN

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette/Wall mounted, AHU Comm. Kit

MULTI V + DUCT/Cassette/Wall mounted, AHU Comm. Kit + PDI + ACP

SEALCO BEIRUT LEBANON
MULTI V + Duct + AHU Comm. Kit

EMIRATES AVIATION COLLEGE DUBAI UAE

BRIGHT RIDER SCHOOL ABU DHABI UAE

MULTI V + Duct/Wall mounted + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

UPINGTON HOSPITAL CAPE TOWN SOUTH AFRICA
MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + BACnet G/W + BMS
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BRIGHTON COLLEGE ABU DHABI UAE

SOUTH GATE SHOPPING CENTRE GAUTENG SOUTH AFRICA

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU/AHU

MULTI V + AHU Comm. Kit + ACP

MARIDIVE HEAD QUARTER ALEXANDRIA EGYPT

CHARTIS(AIG) INSURANCE KAMPALA UGANDA

MULTI V + Duct + AHU Comm. Kit + FAHU + ACP

MULTI V + Duct/Casssette + AHU Comm. Kit + DX-AHU
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AHU order specification sheet

LG AHU SOLUTION

For ordering, the corresponding items must be marked with √ or required specifications need to be written
down. Contact our sales department for questions.
Item

TAH series

Type of AHU
Installation location
Power source
Design
Condition

Outdoor
Indoor

Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter

Item

double deck / horizontal / side by side
Indoor / Outdoor
3Ph 460V 60Hz / 3Ph 415V 50Hz / 1Ph 220V 50Hz
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%

Type

DX / Water

Total capacity

(

)kW / (

)kcal/h

Sensible capacity

(

)kW / (

)kcal/h

Air on cooling coil

DB : (

)℃, WB : (

)℃

Air off cooling coil

DB : (

)℃, WB : (

)℃

Tube material

Copper

Profile

25 / 50mm standard
50mm thermal break / 50mm thermal break snap-fix

Insulation

Rock Wool(50mm 60kg/㎥)
Polyurethane(50mm 45kg/㎥)
Fiberglass(50mm 48kg/㎥)

Tube diameter

1/2” / 5/8”

Tube thickness

0.41 / 0.43 / 0.64 mm

Fin material

Aluminum

Fin thickness

0.11 / 0.13 / 0.14 / 0.19 / 0.20 mm

Drain pan material

SS304 / SS316, Flat / Sloping

Panel(Inner)

Galvanized Plain 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galvanized Precoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Powdercoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Plastisol 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Aluminum 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm

Casing

Cooling
Coil

Supply
Galvanized Plain 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galvanized Precoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Powdercoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Plastisol 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Aluminum 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm

Panel(Outer)

Base Frame

Supply
Fan
Exhaust

Supply
Exhaust
Precool

Heat Pipe
Reheat
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Filter

Exhaust

Galvanized Steel 100 / 140mm

Type
Air flow rate
ESP
Quantity
Motor
Type
Air flow rate
ESP
Quantity
Motor

Type
Heat Recovery

TAH series

Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off

Forward / Backward / Airfoil / Plug
(
)CMH / (
)LPS / (
(
)Pa / (
)mmAq / (
(

)kW / (

(
(

)CMH / (
)Pa / (

(
)kW / (
Rotary wheel / Plate
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (

)CFM
)inAq

)HP
)LPS / (
)mmAq / (

Pre

Panel(Metallic) : G2 / G4
Panel(Synthetic) : G2

Medium

Synthetic Rigid Bag : F6 / F7 / F8 / F9
Synthetic Soft Bag : F5 / F6 / F7 / F9

HEPA

Low velocity : H12 / H13 / H14
High velocity : H12 / H13 / H14

Activated Carbon

length 452 / 600mm

Pre

Panel(Metallic) : G2 / G4
Panel(Synthetic) : G2

Medium

Synthetic Rigid Bag : F6 / F7 / F8 / F9
Synthetic Soft Bag : F5 / F6 / F7 / F9

HEPA

Low velocity : H12 / H13 / H14
High velocity : H12 / H13 / H14

Activated Carbon

length 452 / 600mm

)CFM
)inAq

)HP
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃

Accessories
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AHU order specification sheet

LG AHU SOLUTION

For ordering, the corresponding items must be marked with √ or required specifications need to be written
down. Contact our sales department for questions.
Item

TAH series

Type of AHU
Installation location
Power source
Design
Condition

Outdoor
Indoor

Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter

Item

double deck / horizontal / side by side
Indoor / Outdoor
3Ph 460V 60Hz / 3Ph 415V 50Hz / 1Ph 220V 50Hz
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
)℃, RH : (
)%

Type

DX / Water

Total capacity

(

)kW / (

)kcal/h

Sensible capacity

(

)kW / (

)kcal/h

Air on cooling coil

DB : (

)℃, WB : (

)℃

Air off cooling coil

DB : (

)℃, WB : (

)℃

Tube material

Copper

Profile

25 / 50mm standard
50mm thermal break / 50mm thermal break snap-fix

Insulation

Rock Wool(50mm 60kg/㎥)
Polyurethane(50mm 45kg/㎥)
Fiberglass(50mm 48kg/㎥)

Tube diameter

1/2” / 5/8”

Tube thickness

0.41 / 0.43 / 0.64 mm

Fin material

Aluminum

Fin thickness

0.11 / 0.13 / 0.14 / 0.19 / 0.20 mm

Drain pan material

SS304 / SS316, Flat / Sloping

Panel(Inner)

Galvanized Plain 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galvanized Precoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Powdercoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Plastisol 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Aluminum 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm

Casing

Cooling
Coil

Supply
Galvanized Plain 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galvanized Precoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Powdercoated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Plastisol 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Aluminum 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
Galv. Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS304 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm
SS316 Perforated 0.7 / 0.8 / 1.0 / 1.2 / 1.5mm

Panel(Outer)

Base Frame

Supply
Fan
Exhaust

Supply
Exhaust
Precool

Heat Pipe
Reheat
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Filter

Exhaust

Galvanized Steel 100 / 140mm

Type
Air flow rate
ESP
Quantity
Motor
Type
Air flow rate
ESP
Quantity
Motor

Type
Heat Recovery

TAH series

Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off
Air on
Air off

Forward / Backward / Airfoil / Plug
(
)CMH / (
)LPS / (
(
)Pa / (
)mmAq / (
(

)kW / (

(
(

)CMH / (
)Pa / (

(
)kW / (
Rotary wheel / Plate
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (
DB : (
)℃, WB : (

)CFM
)inAq

)HP
)LPS / (
)mmAq / (

Pre

Panel(Metallic) : G2 / G4
Panel(Synthetic) : G2

Medium

Synthetic Rigid Bag : F6 / F7 / F8 / F9
Synthetic Soft Bag : F5 / F6 / F7 / F9

HEPA

Low velocity : H12 / H13 / H14
High velocity : H12 / H13 / H14

Activated Carbon

length 452 / 600mm

Pre

Panel(Metallic) : G2 / G4
Panel(Synthetic) : G2

Medium

Synthetic Rigid Bag : F6 / F7 / F8 / F9
Synthetic Soft Bag : F5 / F6 / F7 / F9

HEPA

Low velocity : H12 / H13 / H14
High velocity : H12 / H13 / H14

Activated Carbon

length 452 / 600mm

)CFM
)inAq

)HP
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃
)℃

Accessories
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